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ABSTRACT 
1is study was conducted on internal controls and accountability as independent 
Jriables and performance as the dependent variable. The problem was that, there 
ere issues of fund mismanagement, delays in disbursements from the global fund; 
~stricted funding for the CCM Secretariat as well as improved performance of the 
obal fund in South Sudan. This prompted the investigation of the above variables. The 
Jjectives of this study were; to identify the forms of internal controls and 
:countability of the global fund in South Sudan, to examine the performance of the 
obal fund in South Sudan, and to establish the effects of internal controls and 
:countability on performance of the global fund in South Sudan. This study was carried 
Jt by developing a conceptual framework relating internal controls, accountability and 
~rformance. This study employed a cross-sectional descriptive design. Relevant data 
ere collected using self-administered questionnaires. The target population was 160 
aff with a sample size of 114 staff and a total of 108 questionnaires were received. 
:o data was analyzed using frequency tables, performance of the global fund was 
1alyzed using Pearson's Linear Correlation Coefficient to measure dispersion in 
~sponses, and regression analysis was run to measure the effects of independent 
lriables on dependent variable. The findings of this study revealed that, internal 
mtrols and accountability are interdependent; there was improved performance of the 
obal fund and delays in fund disbursements were either intentional or due to funding 
mstraints. The results in the regression table 9 shows that Internal controls and 
:countability explains up to 69.2% variation in performance of the Global Fund. These 
1dings rejected the null hypothesis that internals and accountability have no significant 
~lationship with performance of the Global Fund in South Sudan. Based on the findings 
1e researcher recommended (i) the strengthening of internal controls to enhance 
:countability and grants performance. (ii) Update the 2011 operational policy manual 

line with the new funding mechanism. (iii) A study to establish other variables that 
<plains the 30.8% variation in performance of the global fund in South Sudan. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODDUCTION 

l.O Introduction 

'his chapter covered the background of this study, statement of the problem, purpose 

1f this study, objectives, research questions, hypothesis and scopes of this study, 

ignificance of this study and definition of operational terms . 

.. 1 Background of the study 

·he background of this study was presented in the form of perspectives namely, 

listorical perspective, theoretical perspective, conceptual perspective and contextual 

1erspectives. 

,,1.1 Historical perspective 

·he global fund to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM) was created when the 

vorld realized its failure to respond to the AIDS epidemic as well as to tube1·culosis and 

nalaria in developing countries. This was an exceptional public health and human rights 

risis. In April 2001 the united nation secretary General Kofi Anna issued a call to action 

1nd a few months later the world endorsed this call at the united nation general 

1ssembly special session on HIV/AIDS (Global Fund 2000 G-8 Heads of State meeting in 

)kinawa accessible from www.theglobalfund.org). In January 2002, the global fund was 

!Stablished to respond to the three diseases and help achieve the millenn1um 

levelopment goals (26th United Nations General Assembly Special session dated 25' 11
-

'ih 2001). The fund was shaped to mobilize financial resource to combat the three 

>andemics. It is a partnership of donors, government, civil society, private sector and 

1ffected community to rapidly scale up prevention, treatment, care and support 

1terventions for these diseases. The fund attracts, manage and disburse additional 
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2source through public private partners, country driven, coordinated, and multi

ectorial approach to make sustainable and significant contribution to the reduction of 

1fections, illness and death. The global fund has a secretariat in Geneva and no in

ountry offices and ownership of resource in the implementing countries. Country 

:oordinating mechanisms where made responsible to oversee the progress of program 

nplementations. The CCM is a central pillar of the global fund's architecture to ensure 

ountry-driven, coordinated and multi-sectorial processes for leveraging and effect1ng 

dditional resources to fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and malaria. To ensure county 

wnership, the county coordinating mechanisms (CCMs) were established such that 

:Juntries mobilize resource and ensure their effective implementation by building upon 

xisting structures, where appropriate and ensure quality fund performance and 

ccountability www.theglobalfund.org. 

he global fund went through a number of hard grounds in the implementation of the 

md. In Indonesia a country with over 255 million people, risk management of financ1al 

nd programmatic data was found effective in 60% of program sites, most health 

lcilities followed global fund pooled procurement mechanism, program data and 

:ports were well processed and effective from 2003 to 2015. Yet, there were cases of 

·eak forecasting and inventory control, weak TB/HIV collaboration and follow up of HIV 

atients, stock outs and expiry drugs, 69% of health facilities did not follow good 

:orage practice. In Ukraine, audits of the global fund noted issues of confl1ct of 

1terest, procurement irregularities, abuse of office, non-compliance to standard grant 

:rms and conditions of agreement, delayed reporting, fragile economic breakdown ancl 

-med conflicts but despite all these, the country is working hard to reduce the 

revalence of HIV and Tuberculosis (Global Fund OIG audtt report April 2015). 

1 Uganda the global fund experienced cases of weak governance, low absorption rate, 

1eligible expenses, and pervasive stock out of key HIV medicines, unexplained stock 

1fferences, poor grants oversight, protracted procurement and recruitment processes 

ld continued transfer of funds to individual accounts. Yet Uganda made a significant 

2adway in the treatment of the three diseases in 2010 and 2014 (Global fund OJG 
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wdit report 2014). In South Sudan about USD 935,138 for transactions and becJ nets 

vorth USD 431,223 were not accounted for, 56% of buildings constructed under the 

1ealth systems strengthening project in phase I either have defects or not in use. Yet 

he country is said to have made notable improvements. Bed nets ownership increased 

rom 53% in 2009 to 66% in 2013 and coverage for pregnant women receiving 

1termittent malaria preventive treatment increased from 13% in 2009 to 26% in 2013 

lespite the poor infrastructure in the country(G/oba! fund audit report 2014). 

.. 1.2 Theoretical Perspective 

n this study two theories were explored and these were the agency theory and 

tewardship theory . 

.. 1.2.1 The Agency Theory 

·he agency theory was developed by R. Zeckhauser (1985). It considers the principal of 

one boss and one worker". It assumes that managerial actions depart from those 

equired to maximise shareholders' returns according to (Serle, A. & Means, G. ( 1932) 

nd that there is an agency loss if the principals or the owners exercised direct control 

,f the corporation, Jensen, M. & Mackling, W. (1976). The theory holds that the 

•rincipal is too busy to do a given job and so hires the agent It also assumes that 

gency loss can be reduced by giving incentive schemes for managers which rewJrds 

1em financially for maximizing shareholders' interests. 

·he agency theory "one boss and one agent" does not have much relevance to the 

lobal fund architecture which operates on a principal of one boss and many agent or 

No bosses and many agents. However, the theory has contributed to this study in that, 

1e CCM is the owner and the principal recipients and sub-recipients are the managers 

f the grants while the global fund provides an overall oversight and guidance to the 

:eM and PRs, mobilizes and disburse resources based on performance. It also observed 

1at operational cost would be extremely high if the global fund established offices in 

ost countries and exercised direct implementation of the grants, Jensen, M. & 
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1ackling, W. (1976) but it can be cost effective if in-country ownership and 

nplementing entities are used with reasonable financial reward, Eisenhardt, K ( 1989). 

·he agency theory also emphasized that the principal recipients always have to behave 

1 the interest of the global fund secretariat and the CCM Secretariat because their 

elationship is based on performance based contracts. Secondly the CCM and global 

und has all the information to verify behaviors of the PRs and SRs and their compliance 

::J policies and procedures . 

.. 1.2.2 Stewardship theory 

·he stewardship theory was developed by James, Donaldson (1985). It holds that 

hareholders' interests are maximized by share incumbency of their roles and that tl1ere 

; no essential or general problem of executive motivation. Performance variation ar·ises 

~am whether the structural situation in which the executive is located facilities effective 

ction by the executive and corporate performance improves if there is inner motivatron 

1 the manager not financial incentives. The theory contravenes the agency theory in 

1at it's not financial incentives that improve performance but clear, consistent role 

xpectations, authority and inner motivation that empower senior management to 

ttain superior performance. If roles are ambiguous and challenged performance cannot 

nprove . 

.• 1.3 Conceptual perspectives 

·he conceptual perspective described the forms of internal controls, accountability and 

'erformance. 

nternal controls refers to processes instituted in an organization's structure, work and 

uthority flows, people and management information systems designed to help rrre 

rganization accomplish its specific objectives. Ishumgisa L.K (2001) & Meigs; et -al 

1988) described internal controls as a specific set of policies, procedures and activrties 

esigned to meet an objective. A control may exist within designed function or actrvrty 
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1 process. A control input may be entity wide or specific to an account balance, class of 

ransaction or application. 

~eigs-et-al (1988) continued to say that controls have specific characteristics; they can 

1e automated or manual reconciliations, segregation, safeguarding and accounting for 

1ssets, preventing or detecting errors or fraud among others. Control as a process may 

:onsist of financial reporting control and operation control (Wales University, 2005). 

1ccording to COSO (1999) and Anthony, M (2004) there exists five internal control 

:omponents which must be present in order to conclude that internal control is effective 

lamely the control environment, risk assessment, information and communication, 

:ontrol activities, monitoring and review. 

ndicators of internal control include: reconciliations, analysis and reviews of operational 

1erformance, segregation of duties, safeguarding of assets, preventing and detecting of 

~rrors or fraud, delegation of authority, proper organization, sufficient documentation, 

imely feedback on performance, strategic goals, compliance with laws and regulat1ons, 

isks assessment, effective information flow, and monitoring performance and fund 

Jtilization. In this study internal control means the control environment, control 

lctivities, risk assessment, information and communication and monitoring. 

\ccording to Lower, M (1998), an effective control environment is where people are 

:ompetent; people understand their responsibilities, their limits of authority, are 

mowledgeable, mindful and committed to doing what is right and doing it the rigl1t 

'lay. The control environment sets the tone for the organization. Success Peat (2004) 

llso said the control environment is the consciousness of the organization and compels 

he organization members to conduct their activities and responsibilities as per la1d 

Jown control objectives. The control activities according to Craig, David ( 1999) are 

Jdministrative actions that management engages in to keep the organization focused 

md cautious in addition to keeping members effective and efficient in task execut1on. 

fhe control activities include; proper authorization, segregation of duties, analysis, 
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econciliation, review of financial documents, physical control of assets and sufficient 

ocumentation. 

~isks are events that threaten the accomplishment of objectives. They ultimately impact 

,n organization's ability to accomplish its mission. Risk assessment is the process of 

Jentifying, evaluating and determining how to manage these risks. According to the 

lobal fund local fund agent (KPMG), the term risk was derived from an early Ital1an 

1sicare or to dare, it is an ever present aspect of the business world. Risks can lead to 

ositive as well as negative outcomes for the company. Risks can be managed through 

·ansfer of risk to third parties, sharing risks, contingency planning and withdrawal from 

nacceptable risky activities. 

nformation and communication flow according to ACCA (2005) is the process through 

1hich the right organization members receive the right information at the right time. 

ertinent information must be identified, captured and communicated in a form and 

meframe that enables people to carry out their responsibilities. Monitoring is a process 

lat assesses the quality of the system's performance overtime. According to Siawom11·, 

. Magala (2001) & Lary, M (2009) monitoring ensures that planned administrative, 

perational and financial tasks are carried out in a timely and proper manner such tt1at 

1ternal control objectives and organizational performance are achieved. 

,ccording to the institute of corporate governance of Uganda (2004), accountability is a 

oncept in ethics and governance with several meanings. It is often used synonymously 

1ith such concepts as responsibility, answerability, blameworthiness, liability and other 

entral discussion related to problems in the public sector, non-profit private 

corporate} worlds. Indicators of accountability include: safeguarding and accounting 

x assets, preventing errors or fraud, sufficient documentation, timely feedback on 

'erformance and strategic goals to stakeholders, compliance with laws, policies ana 

egulations and effective communication among others. According to this study, 

ccountability means: on-going review of disbursements process, annual audit of 

fincipal recipients financial statements, audit work plans, assessing accuracy of 
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::ports, review procurement activities and compliance to procurement and supply 

hain management (PSM) policies and procedures, taking responsibility of global fund 

ssets and finances, being liable for any financial mismanagements, ensuring sufficient 

iocumentation, timely reporting, effective communication with all stakeholder on 1ssues 

'r matters affecting performance of the grants, detecting errors and frauds. In this 

tudy accountability means; safeguarding and accounting for assets, timeliness, 

esponsibility, and liability, sufficient documentation and effective communication. 

;afeguarding and accounting for assets means ensuring security and proper 

1anagement of assets. Timeliness means compliance to the implementation and 

eporting timeframe. Activities are carried out and reported as planned. Responsibility 

nd liability means being held accountable for once actions. Documentation involves 

'reserving evidence to substantiate a decision, event, transaction or system. Sufficient 

locumentation means evidence that a transaction or event has taken place is complete, 

ccurate, and recorded promptly. Complete documentation bears copies of initiation, 

pproval and authorization signatures, verification and validation checks 

ignatures/documents, copies of invoices, receipts with clear signatures and stamps 

mong others. Effective communication is communication at all levels of the 

'rganization that is, upwards, down wards, across, lateral, internally and externally. Tile 

1formation communicated is also clear, concise and well understood by those to whom 

: is intended. 

'erformance refers to the level of achievement of organization's set target agamst 

1udget and determining whether targets are met, funds are satisfactorily utilized or 

mder spent and the reasons for under spending, over spending or deviation in targets. 

n this study, the performance is limited to results quality, timeliness, satisfaction, 

~fficiency and effectiveness in service delivery. 

;)uality results means targets are highly achieved, timeliness means activities were 

11plemented as planned and reported as per reporting timeframe. Satisfaction mean 
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orgets set were met; efficiency means tasks were performed correctly without much 

Jsses or delays in the execution process . 

.. 1.4 Contextual perspective 

·he global fund experienced a lot of challenges in management of the fund from 2002 

1hich includes theft, frauds, unsupported expenditures, poor data quality, lack of 

ompliance to policies and procedures by fund recipients and Country Coordinating 

1echanisms among others. However, the global fund investments have grown steadily . 

.s of September 2015 the global fund disbursed US$ 27 billion to support tuberculosis, 

IIV/AIDS and malaria programs. 17 million lives saved and on track to reach 22 million 

ves saved by end of 2016, 8.1 million on ARVs, 13.2 million received TB treatment, 

48 million mosquito nets were distributed through malaria programs in the fifty 

ountries receiving global fund grants for tuberculosis, HIV/AIDS, and malaria. More 

1an one third of the global fund investments go for building resilience and sustainable 

ystems for health in 50 countries supported by the global fund in the world. The 

verall expenditure of the global fund declined through disciplined cost controls in 2014, 

1orth US$ 500 million was achieved in savings through effective procurements (Global 

'und Corporate results report 2015). More efforts are put to ensure prudent budgeting 

·amework, and funding models are proactive, flexible and predictable. A cash 

1anagement system was established by the global fund in 2014. These 1nclude 

uarterly cycle disbursement, regular collection of information from implementers about 

ash available and anticipated cash requirements, alignment of cash flows from donors 

J cash outflows from the global fund secretariat, a position for a full time finance 

erson and a recovery committee was set to recover losses through the office of 

1spector general (Global fund annual financial report 2014 and Corporate impact and 

esults 2015). 

n two regional conferences of the global fund in the Middle East and North Africa 

2gion attended by (Egypt, Ethiopia, Djibouti, Morocco, Syria, Sudan and South Suclan) 

1 2010 and 2013 issues of drug theft, misuse of funds, delays in disbursements, data 
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1uality issues, frauds, unsupported expenditures, political upheavals among others 

vhere noted in many implementing countries. The global fund secretariat responded by 

erminating grants in Syria, Yemen, Djibouti and Uganda. Sudan, South Sudan and 

:gypt were applaud for improved grants performances and winning more grants for 

uberculosis, HIV/AIDS, Malaria and health system strengthening (HSS). The impact of 

1rants in Africa was said to be high (Global fund impact and results report 2015). 

iouth Sudan was categorized as a county with generalized HIV epidemic based on data 

Jf South Sudan antenatal (ANC) clinical sentinel surveillance study which estimated HIV 

Jrevalence among pregnant mothers in South Sudan at 3.0% (range: 2.6% to 3.4%). A 

imited number of surveys among at-risk populations have been conducted in recent 

'ears including among South Sudan National Army (SPLA) soldiers. Data from 2010 

)PLA integrated bio-behavioral surveillance (IBBS) study estimated the prevalence 

vithin this sample at 4.4%. In South Sudan public services are still poor in many parts 

Jf the country and most are provided by non-governmental organizations ancl 

nternational aid agencies. Government contribution to health is still progressing with oil 

Jroduction as the main source of income accounting for about 98% of government 

evenue. The country has one of the highest maternal mortality rate (2054/100,000 live 

Jlrths), and under 5 year's mortality (135/1000 live births). 

luberculosis was a priority disease among major causes of mortality in the country. The 

Jlobal fund provided three tuberculosis related grants (Round 2, 5 and 7). However, 

nost Tuberculosis (TB) grants ended in 2013 and the global fund is now implementing 

:ransition funding mechanism (TFM). South Sudan's last regular HIV grant was provided 

n Round 4. Successive HIV proposals in Rounds 8,9 and 10 were rejected while round 

l1 proposal was cut short due to cancellation of round 11 proposals by the global fund 

Jue to lack of sufficient funds. Round 5 TB/HIV grant ended in 2012 and other global 

'und grant that have recently ended are round 7 TB, round 7 malaria and round 9 

-lealth System Strengthening grant. The country is now facing a serious funding gap to 

;cale up its TB, HIV and malaria services with limited funding from the TFM. 
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.. 2 Statement of the problems 

n June 2013 reports were received by the CCM through the central ministry of health 

bout malaria drugs being sold in Libya with South Sudan labeling. There were issues of 

tock out of drugs, misuse of funds, delays in disbursements, data quality, un 

ccounted for funds (USD 935,138 for transactions and bed nets worth USD 431,223), 

1eak referral systems, and ineligible expenditures by principal recipients and sub

=cipients (CCM minutes of meetings No. 23/2009, 16/2010 and 03/2014). Th1s was 

ecause proper internal controls and accountability mechanisms were not followed 

Frost, D. 2000; Jenny McCarthy & Pamela, Anderson 2006). There were also cases of 

igh default rate for tuberculosis treatment at (50-70%) of expected WHO targets and 

1eak referral system (CCM minutes of meeting no.OB/2013). In 2014 the global fund 

:sponded by introducing a new funding mechanism where the global fund secretariat 

=lected the fund recipient (Principal Recipients).The CCM was restricted from getting 

irect operational funds (LFA audit report for CCM Secretariat 2014) the global lur7d 

ffice of the inspector general audit reports 2014 shows improved performance yet 

1ere was no study conducted to measure the influence of internal controls and 

:countability of the global fund. It was up on this background that, the resear·cher 

vestigated the effects of internal controls and accountability on performance of the 

obal fund in South Sudan to contribute to knowledge the level of influence of internal 

mtrols and accountability on performance . 

.3 The purpose of the study 

1e purpose of this study was to establish the relationship between internal controls, 

:countability and performance of the global fund in South Sudan. 

4 Specific objectives 

1 To identify the forms of internal controls and accountability of the global fund in 

Juth Sudan. 

) To examine the performance of the global fund in South Sudan. 
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iii) To establish the effects of internal control and accountability on performance of the 

tlobal fund in South Sudan . 

.. 5 Research questions 

i. What are the forms of internal controls and accountability for the global fund 

in South Sudan? 

ii. What is the influence of the global fund's performance in South Sudan? 

iii. What effects do internal controls and accountability have on performances of 

the global fund in South Sudan? 

.. 6 Hypothesis 

lo: Internal controls and accountability have no significant relationship w1th 

>erformance of global fund in South Sudan . 

.. 7 Scope of the study 

.. 7.1 Geographical Scope 

'his study covered the ten states of South Sudan where the Principal recipients, Sub-

2Cipients and Sub-Sub-recipients are implementing Tuberculosis, HIV 1 AIDS, TB;HIV 

ollaborative, malaria and health system strengthening (HSS) grants. These ten states 

re: Central Equatorial State, Eastern Equatorial State, Western Equatorial State, 

onglei State, Upper Nile State, Unity State, Lakes State, Warrap State, Northern Bahar-

1 Ghazal State and Western Bahar-el Ghazal State . 

.. 7.2 Content Scope 

'his study focused on the independent variables (Internal Controls and AccountatJ!IIry) 

nd the dependent variable (Performance). This study investigated internal control 

omponents such as: the control environment, control activities, risk assessments, 

1formation and communication and monitoring in influencing accountability apparatus 
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ke: safeguarding and accounting for assets, taking responsibility and liability, ensunng 

ufficient documentation, timely feedback, implementation and reporting on strategic 

10als and performance to stakeholders and effective communication; and how both 

hese internal controls and accountability gadget stimulate performance gears like: 

1uality results, timeliness, satisfaction, efficiency and effectiveness . 

.. 7.3 Time Scope 

"his study used data on global fund grants in South Sudan for a period of seven years 

hat is, from 2009 to 2015 . 

.. 7.4 Theoretical Scope 

"his study was based on the stewardship theory of James, Donaldson (1985) . 

.. 8 Significance of the study 

"his study was aimed at informing the stakeholders of the global fund as follows: 

·a the Global Fund: 

(a) To provide valuable information on the performance of the grants that will be 

used as reference for future funding architectures. 

(b) To provide enough data on other factors that affects performance of the grants 

which are beyond the control of the global fund but could be addressed through 

advocacy and negotiation with key government stakeholders. For examples 

issues of political instability leading to high default rate for Tuberculosis and 

HIV /AIDS patients. 

·a the local Find Agent (LFA): 

(a) This study will educate the local fund agents of the extent to which internal 

controls and accountability tools of the global fund stimulate performance. 

(b) It will also update the local fund agents on the weaknesses of the intemal 

controls and accountability that should be strengthened to improve performance. 
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(c) The local fund agent will use this study finding to advice the global fund on 

implementation challenges of the internal controls and accountability 

apparatuses and propose review of the 2011 operational policy and procedures 

of the global fund. 

-o institutions and colleges: 

(a) This study finding will provide reference material on the level of performance an 

organization or institution would realize if strong internal controls and 

accountability are in place and practiced. 

(b) It will provide information on other factors that could be explored to improve 

performance in an organization. 

-o students, academicians and researchers 

(a) This study will provide literature for future research on the effects of internal 

controls and accountability on performance. 

L.9 Definition of operational terms 

\uthority: the right to act without prior approval from higher management and 

vithout challenge from managing peers. 

:onflict of interest: a state of confusion whether to do something or not; it can be 

vithin an individual, among or between priorities and authority. 

)isbursement: Funds given out for a specific purpose with specified conditions. 

::t.esponsibility: Obligation to perform or take a decision/action. 

\ctivity: Action taken by a program or organization to achieve objectives. 

~ssessment: Reviewing performance processes or activities to determine if services 

neet specified standards. 

~isk: Real or potential events which reduces the likelihood of business objectives. 
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~ecipient: an entity that receives and implements funds on behalf of the global fund. 

)rindpal: the main entity that receives funds from the global fund and disburses to 

lther recipients to implement a program/project. 

>ecretariat: The body that manages fund portfolio on behalf of the global fund or host 

:ountry. 

iurveillance: medical term referring to investigation on occurrence of an event. 

:nternal Controls: These are methods or procedures adopted in a business to safe 

JUide its assets, ensure financial information is accurate, ensure compliance to all 

inancial and operational requirements and generally assists the achieving the business 

lbjectives. 

~ccountability: Tis is obligation a person, group, or organization assumes for 

~xecution of authority and or the fulfillment of responsibility. 

>erformance: These are results of a program/project activity or effort compared to 1ts 

ntended purpose. 

lUality: A degree to which a product or service meet customer requirements and 

~xpectations. 

itakeholder: Any group or individual who is affected by or who can affect the future 

lf an organization for example, clients, employees, owners and other agencies 
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CHAPTER TWO 

!.0 Introduction 

-his chapter covered the introduction, theoretical review, conceptual framework, review 

>f related literature to this study, related studies and research gaps. The literature 

eview was done using a number of sources that include books, journal, assessment 

eports, concept papers, internal audit reports, publications, and unpublished research 

naterials, reports from ministry of finance, planning and economic development of 

Jganda, Entebbe and the internet to mention. The literature review was conducted 1n 

>rder to establish what was already known about the study variables, identify gaps and 

1scertain methodology, the differences and similarities in the earlier studies. 

!.1 Theoretical review 

-hough the: theoretical perspective based on two theories, this study was based on the 

itewardship theory of James, Donaldson (1985). 

-he stewardship theory argued that shareholders' interests are maximized by shared 

ncumbency of their roles. The theory holds that there is no essential or general 

>roblem of executive motivation. According to internal controls and accountability, the 

heory agreed that managers should not be put under greater control or treatecl as 

1rtificial owners by the principals but be empowered to take autonomous executive 

1ction. According to the stewardship theory performance variations arise from whether 

he structural situation in which the executive is located facilitates effective act1on by 

he executive. Results of an empirical test provided some support for the stewardship 

heory that, an organization can achieve good corporate performance if the structures 

1re able to facilitate the executive to formulate and implement plans for high corporate 

Jerformance (James, Donaldson 1985). He affirms that, the structures should provide 

:lear, consistent role expectations, complete authority and empower the senior 

nanagement; roles should not be ambiguous and challenged. 
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·he theory also argued that CEO duality can lead to higher performance if there 1s 

1ner-motivation in the managers but not due to long-term compensation. If there is no 

1ner-motivation in the manager performance cannot improve no matter the kind of 

inancial incentives he or she may be paid. Studies by G. Fechner & J. Dalton (1991) for 

:oo corporations which remained as either dual or independent CEO-chair structure 

ach year for a six-year period (1978-1983) found that corporations which had 

1dependent CEO-Chair structures had higher return on equity (ROE), return on 

westment (ROI) and profit margins. 

1ore so, the theory upholds that managers continue to maximize organizational 

erformances so long as the work environment is attractive, the organization is on

oing and the employee contract is active; but when these are threatened they turn to 

mtect their own self-interest and not the organizations' further prosperity because it 

1ay have no benefits to them. Scholars like (Yamaha, Vance 1987 & Louis, Sullivan 

988) obtained results favorable to stewardship theory. (Zahra, S.A., & Pearce, J.A 

989) also lend some support to the theory. It is on the basis of the ments of the 

tewardship theory that the study proposed examination of the effects of Internal 

::mtrols and accountability on performances of the global fund in South Sudan . 

.. 2 Conceptual framework 

he conceptual framework described the interdependence between the independent 

ariables (internal controls and accountability) and the dependent vanable 

Jerformance). 
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'igure: 1 Relationship between Internal controls, Accountability and 

»erformance 

Internal controls 

I • Control Environment 
• Control Activities 
• Risk Assessments 
• Information & 

communication 
• Monitoring 

Accountability 

------ ---- ---- -- I 

Safeguarding 

Accountability for Assets 

Timeliness 

Responsibility /Lia bi I ity 

• Sufficient Documentation 

• Effective communication 

I 
i 

I_ -~-- _______ _, 

Performance 

• Results quality 

• Timeliness 

• Satisfaction, 

• Efficiency 

• Effective service delivery 

'--------- -------- --

iource: modified from literature of Baguma et al. 2000, Hanushek, E. 2003; & 

V\unnene, J. 2009. 

l.2.1 Internal controls 

:nternal control refers to a specific set of policies, procedures and activities designed to 

neet an objective (Ishumgisa, L.K. 2001; & Meigs, et al. 1988). There are five 

:omponents of an effective internal control. These include: the control environment, 
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:ontrol activities, risk assessment, information and communication, monito1·ing and 

eview (COSO, 1999 & Anthony, M. 2004), the control environment sets the tone fo1· 

he organization; influence the consciousness of its people and it is the foundation of all 

he other components of internal controls. According to many scalars, an effective 

ontrol environment is where competent people understand their responsibilities, the 

mits of their authority, are knowledgeable, mindful, and committed to doing what is 

ight and doing it the right way, and organization members utilize the available 

esources efficiently and effectively. In this study, internal control is limited to: the 

.ontrol environment, control activities, risk assessment, information and 

ommunication, monitoring and review. 

~.2.2 Accountability 

1ccountability refers to obligations a person, group, or organization assumes for the 

~xecution of assigned authority and/or the fulfillment of delegated responsibility. Th:s 

:bligation includes: answering, providing an explanation or justification-for the 

~xecution of that authority and/or fulfillment of that responsibility; reporting on the 

esults of that execution and/or fulfillment; and assuming liability for those results. 

,ccording to the study, accountability means: on-going review of disbursemc:nts 

;rocess, annual audit of principal recipients financial statements audit work plans, 

:ssessing accuracy of reports review procurement activities and compliance' to 

:rocurement supply chain management (PSM) policies and procedures, taking 

esponsibility of global fund assets and finances, being liable for any fin;Jrrcial 

nisrnanagements, ensuring sufficient documentation, timely reporting, eff ecnve 

ommunication with all stakeholder on issues or matter affecting performance of the 

wants, detecting errors, frauds to mention. 

~.2.3 Performance 

'erformance refers to the level of achievement of organization's set target agair1st 

:udget and determining whether targets are met, funds are satisfactorily utilizecl or 
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mder spent and the reasons for under spending, over spending or deviation in targets. 

1ccording to the study, the performance looks at the quality of results, timeliness in 

11plementation, reporting, value for money or satisfaction, efficiency and effectiveness 

1 service delivery among others. 

'redictors of internal control accountability as independent variables affect performance 

1s a dependent variable as follows: 

'irst, the control environment is a product of management's philosophy, style, 

;upportive attitude, competence, ethical values, integrity and morale of the 

Jrganization's people. The control environment provides discipline and standard 

Jehavior expected of employees which includes; commitment to honesty and fairness, 

ecognition and adherence to laws and policies, respect for the organization, leadership 

JY example, guarantee for excellence, respect for authority, respect for employees' 

ights and conformance to professional standards. When employees are competent 1t 

neans they have the skills, knowledge and ability to perform tasks. These will leads to 

JUality results, satisfactory, efficient and effective services delivery. 

)econdly, when there is honesty, commitment and adherence to policies and 

Jrocedures it means that, assets are safeguarded, frauds are detected, errors 

Jrevented, exposure to risk is reduced, tasks are implemented as planned and reports 

lre properly documented. These improve accountability and performance. 

lhi1·dly, when there is obligation for excellence, respect for authority and recognition of 

Jrofessional standards, there will be no cases of unaccounted for expenses and bad 

Jecisions cannot be made and as a result accountability and performance will advance. 

=ourthly, when risks are identified, protected and prevented through measures such as 

:ransfer of risk to third parties, sharing risks, termination of grants, contingency 

Jlanning, withdrawal from risky activities, locking premises, restricting access to codes, 

:hanging computer password regularly, avoiding total control of a process by an 

ndividual, independent checks on processes and procedures are carried out. These 
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tctivities are both internal control and accountability elements because they aim at safe 

1uarding assets, responsibility, compliance to policies and liability. In so doing there is 

11provement in quality of results, efficiency and effectiveness in performance. 

Jot only that, information systems produces reports containing operational and financial 

:ompliance related information that makes it possible to run and control the 

1rganization. Information also does not only refer to internally generated but tnvolves 

~xternal events, activities, and conditions necessary for management to make informed 

lecisions about performance. Authors like Saudha, Becker (1999) said lateral 

ommunication helps to share information, resolve conflicts and solve problems. While 

lyekwaso, I. (2000) said a two-way communication leads to achievement of desired 

1rganization performance. Furthermore, when employees are informed about their mles 

md responsibilities, allowed to report sensitive matters to the management whenever 

hey arise, provided opportunity to make suggestions for improvements; sense of 

esponsibility will increase; there will be compliance to timeliness, quality impmvement, 

;atisfaction, efficiency and effective service delivery . 

. astly, monitoring reviews an organization's transactions, events, and activittes to 

tssess the quality of performance overtime. Monitoring ensures that activities are 

unctioning well, goals are accomplished, the control environment is appropriate, nsl\s 

md opportunities are identified and properly addressed, financial documents and 

eports are thoroughly checked and validated, thus leading to improved performance. 

~.3 Review of literature 

-he review of related literature was done according to objectives. 

L3.1 The forms of internal controls and accountability of the global fund 

1:.3.1.1 Forms of internal controls 

nternal controls of the global fund can be grouped according to five levels these are: 

.he control environment, control activities, risk assessments, information and 
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ommunication and monitoring. The control environment involves employees and 

takeholders understanding their responsibilities, their limits of authority, are 

:nowledgeable, mindful, and committed to doing what is right and doing it the right 

vay. The control activities are categorized into preventive and protective. These 

1cludes: segregation of duties (authorizing, processing, procuring and receiving), 

malysis, reconciliation, and reviews of financial and programme documents, 

1uthorizations, approval of budgets and expenditures, questioning of unusual items, 

ustification of the transaction and review of source documents, compliance to global 

und operational policies and procedures, physical control of assets through physical 

:ounting and verification of assets registers (Global Fund OJG-16-007). 

-he common risk factors of the global fund are: public scandal, misuse of funds for 

mspecified or budgeted programs, frauds, insufficient documentation of accountability, 

ack of compliance to policies and procedures, use of assets for personal gain or at odd 

1ours, political instability in a host country, under performance in targets, over 

~xpenditures, use of unreliable information about the entity's progress among others 

'Global Fund Operational Pol1i:y Manual 2011). 

rhese risks are addressed through: periodic projects risk assessment and evaluat1on 

hrough on site data verifications, joint field visits by both CCM and fund recip1ents, 

ndependent field visits by the CCM members and alternate members, quarterly 

Jerformance review meetings, mid-term and end of grant evaluations. Identified or 

mticipated risks are addressed through transfer of grants to better performing 

Jerformance indicators, transfer of funds to other projects, tolerance, addressing the 

·isk factors or termination of the grants. Information and communication is assessed 

Jased on its relevance, reliability, accuracy, completeness and transparency. Project 

Jerformance and value for money is measured through: periodic progress updates and 

jisbursement request, timeliness in implementation and performance feedback (OPN on 

Conditions and Management Actions). 
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~.3.1.2 Forms of accountability 

\ccountability of the global fund are done through: review of finance and program 

!ocuments to ensure sufficient documentation, timeliness in implementation and 

Jroviding feedback on performance and strategic goals to stakeholders, compliance 

vith laws, policies and regulations so as to safeguard and account for assets, prevent 

~rrors or fraud, review of procurement activities, disbursements process, annual audit 

Jf principal recipients' and sub-recipients" financial statements and work plans, 

1ssessing accuracy and quality of reports, holding fund recipients and stakeholders 

esponsible for any resources mismanagements and ensuring effective communication 

vith all stakeholder on issues or matter affecting performance of the grants (OPN on 

':onditions and Management Actions). 

-hese forms of internal controls and accountability are in conformity with vanous 

1uthors such as Bedhin, Nepal (1995), Cox, A. (2000), Donald, Davidson (2005) and 

\CCA (2005) who demonstrated that where there is effective internal control it rnc:ans 

here are functions, activities, policies and procedures designed to meet objectives. 

nternal controls ensure that financial reports are reliable, there is timely feedback on 

1chievements of operational and strategic goals, compliance with organizational laws 

md regulations, responsibilities are associated with adequate authority and that 

luties of all personnel are defined, assets are properly safeguarded, financial records 

1re accurate and where there are accurate financial records, timely feedback, 

:ompliance to policies and procedures and personnel understanding their 

luties;responsibilities and limit of their authority, are knowledgeable, mindful, and 

:ommitted to doing what is right and doing it the right way means that there is 

Jrofound accountability. According to Ishumgisa, L.K. (2001) & Meigs, et al ( 1988) 

nternal controls are specific set of policies, procedures and activities designed to meet 

1n objective. A control may exist within designed function or activity in process. A 

:ontrol input may be entity wide or specific to an account balance, class of transact1on 

>r application. However Meigs et al (1988) continued to say that controls have spec1fic 
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:haracteristics; safe guarding and accountability for assets, preventing or detecting 

!rrors or fraud among others. Control as a process may consist of financial reporting 

:ontrol and operation control (Wales 2005). ACCA (2005) Stressed that internal control 

ocuses on establishing responsibilities through delegation of power and authority. 

ledhin, Nepal (1995) said internal control plays an important role in 

Jreventing/detecting fraud and protecting the organizations resources both physical 

;uch as machinery and intangibles such as reputation, and intellectual property such as 

rademarks. Donald, Davidson (2005) observed that at the organizational level, internal 

:ontrol objectives relates to the reliability of financial reporting, timely feedback on the 

rchievement of operational or strategic goals and compliance with law and regulations. 

\t the specific transactional level, internal control refers to the action taken to achieve a 

;pecific objective; for example how to ensure that organization's payment to thrrd 

Jarties are for valid services rendered. Cox, A. (2000) the bureaucratic theory states 

hat, "effective internal control require that all responsibilities are associated with 

rdequate authority and that duties of all personnel are defined as to their specific 

esponsibilities". COSO (1998) divided internal controls in to two complementary forms: 

hat is accounting control and administrative control. Accounting control was viewed as 

;afeguards to control assets and ensure accuracy of financial records willie 

rdministrative controls are safeguards to provide operational efficiency and adherence 

o policies and procedures. According to COSO (1999) and Anthony, M (2004) tller·e 

!Xists five internal control components which must be present in order to conclude that 

nternal control is effective namely the control environment, risk assessment, 

nformation and communication, control activities, and monitoring. 

~.3.2 Performance of the global fund in South Sudan. 

lhe Republic of South Sudan is considered a "challenging operating environment" by 

he global fund. This means that it is difficult to deliver health services to the population 

Jecause of security problems, poor infrastructure and a general lack of resources after 

Jecades of conflicts. Malaria is endemic in the country with 100% of the population at 
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isk. Tuberculosis is also a leading cause of mortality. Approximately 2.6% of the 

Jopulations are living with HIV. 

3etween 2008 and 2011 the national HIV/AIDS programmes have managed gradually 

o scale up the HIV response across the ten states as a result of financial support from 

he global fund round 4 and 5 grants. Access and utilization of antiretroviral therapy 

ART) have continued to expand considerably rapidly in ART centers in South Sudan. 

-he number of ART centers increased from one in 2006 to nine in 2009, 16 in 2010 and 

~2 by the end of December 2011. One ministry of health national store has been built in 

uba with five other stores at state levels. There is progressive and systematic 

ntegration of global fund components and functions into the national pharmaceuticals 

md products management system. A lot of progresses have been made in improving 

he existing supply chain management system; however, some key challenges remains. 

-hese include; inadequate storage facilities at all levels, timely procurement and 

!isbursement of health products. 

-he numbers of notified TB patients have increased from 4,844 in 2006 to 7,662 1n 

'011 while treatment success rate has remained high above 78% over the years. The 

1umbers of health facilities providing tuberculosis services (diagnostic and treatment) 

1ave increased from 32 in 2006 to 65 in 2011. Number of staff for the nat1onal 

uberculosis program (NTP) increased from one (NTP Manager) in 2009 to 24 including 

.4 staff at the central level and 10 TB coordinators at the state levels in 2011. 

)uring the 2015 audit of the principal and sub-recipients, the grant portfolio in South 

iudan found US$ 935,138 worth for transactions and bed nets worth US$ 431,223 tnat 

:auld not be accounted for, there was a lack of funding and oversight resulting 111 low 

:overage of affected populations and that 56% of buildings funded by the global fund 

1ealth Systems Strengthening (HSS) Round 9 in phase I had defects and/or were not in 

1se. However, despite these challenges, the global fund and its partners have made 

1otable headway in the fight against the three diseases. Bed net ownership increased 

rom 53% in 2009 to 66% in 2013. The coverage of pregnant women receiving 
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ntermittent malaria preventive treatment also increased from 13% in 2009 to 26% in 

~013. A total of 21,000 new smear-positive tuberculosis cases have been detected and 

reated. The global fund's investment of US$ 16 million in construction, health 

~quipment and health worker training has also contributed to improved service delivew 

-his nature of performance of the global fund confirms to the study findings of 

~endricks (2007) that, if one wants to complete the performance information loop 

:ompletely, one must not only demonstrate good results but also results of what they 

lre doing or we are doing. 

l.3.3 The effects of internal controls and accountability on performances of 

the global fund. 

)erformances of the global fund was measured based on quality of results that 1s, 

:argets met against budget, timeliness in implementation and performance reporting, 

talue for money (satisfactory utilization of resources), absence of financial risks such as 

'rauds, grant terminations, insufficient documentation, or under spent and the reasons 

'or under spending, over spending or deviation in targets, efficiency and effectiveness 

n service delivery among others. 

lnternal control ensures that financial reports are reliable, there are timely feedback on 

ochievements of operational and strategic goals, compliance with organizational laws 

ond regulations, responsibilities are associated with adequate authority and tt1at 

::iuties of all personnel are defined ,assets are properly safeguarded, financial records 

are accurate according to (ACCA, 2005; Cox, A. 2000 & Donald, Davidson 2005). 

These accurate financial records, timely feedback, compliance to policies and 

procedures and understanding ones duties and responsibilities, the limit of their 

authority, being knowledgeable, mindful, and committed to doing what is right and 

doing it the right way, effective communication of policies and procedures, code of 

ethics and standards of conduct means that there is profound accountability and 

where there is sound internal controls in practice there is certainly improvement in 

performance affirmed by Lower, M. 1998; Jenny, McCarthy & Anderson (2006). Internal 
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ontrols mechanism when well-practiced sets the foundation for effective accountability 

rnd quality performance. Internal controls, accountability and performance are 

herefore, inseparable. 

1ccording to Frost, D. (2000) there is a strong relationship between accountability and 

;erformance; the goal of accountability is to improve performances and not to place 

;lame or deliver punishments. Oliver, E. Williamson (2003) Systems of budget reporting 

rave been established with accounting for public expenditures and the provision of 

1formation on performance for use by implementers, managers and politicians. Lawai, 

1uhammed (2002), the mismanagement and embezzlement of funds by the officrals of 

he local government councils has contributed to poor financial performance. Chen, L.Y. 

2002) argued that for accountability to be effective, action should be taken upon 

1stitutions, which render inadequate accountability. (Philip Keefer & Stuti t<hemani, 

~005) said there may be a functioning electoral system, but due to information 

rsymmetries or social polarization, the outcomes may still be biased against the poor. 

Jzabona, A. (2009) sights an example of contracts and financial accountability in 

~wanda where the local community has the authority to verify work done before 

;ayments are effected on every phase completed. This has ensured quality work ancl 

lone reduced ghost contractors. This wide range of cost estimates itself hints at an 

1sufficient level of accountability in programs, while also provoking the important 

1uestion of what society is receiving as a return on its substantial investment 1n the 

wagram. Richard, Seaworth (2003) commend that, effective accountability to 

;arliament requires that public servants support their minister through their actions, 

1dvice and information. Effective and useful accountability measures must be 

rnambiguous, either monotonically increasing or decreasing measures of either costs or 

>enefits; that is, we all agree whether we want more or less of whatever it is ancl be 

nked to indicators of quality. Hendricks, L.M. (2007) asserts that, to ensure 

rccountability, the compliance model requires that every step of the program process 

>e thoroughly documented. Formulators and overseers of policy are principals who 

lelegate the task of actual implementation of policy to subordinates or agents. The 
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1rincipals and their agents are assumed to have more or less diverse, even divergent 

)Oals for policy implementation. At the extreme, some rational-choice theorists contend 

hat agents will tend to shrink the implementation work, subvert the policy goals of 

heir principal in order to further the agents own purpose and even steal whateve;· 

1rogram resources they can. To solve this agency problem the designers and overseers 

1f policy need to operate an accountability system that will mitigate the supposed 

endency of subordinates to shrink, subvert and steal. The agency problem is essentially 

tn accountability problem, Oliver, E. Williamson (2000). The operators who actually 

leliver services to people might not do so in the proper way if left to their own devtces, 

ve must design a system to compel their proper behaviors or force them to account for 

llProper behaviors (Wolf, H & Hassel, E. 2000). Although both agency and stewardship 

heories offer a lens for understanding accountability they are based on fundamentally 

lifferent assumptions about human behavior. Hendricks, L.M (2007) pointed out that if 

>ne wish to complete the performance information loop completely one must not only 

remonstrate good result but also note that they are the result of what we are do;ng. 

,ccountability measures are an attempt to assert more direct controls on programs. 

·hey are primarily concerned with resources allocation and fiscal efficiency. While it ;s 

ompletely appropriate for those who pay the bills that is, taxpayers, parents and civil 

ervants to evaluate critically what they get for their money from public programs. 

~.4 Relationship between internal controls, accountability and performance. 

:ontrols are done to safeguard assets and these control measures includes; physical 

ecurity of assets, using security cameras, safes, restricting access to codes, changing 

omputer pass wards regularly, having clear guidelines on persona use of assets. Thts is 

1 accordance with Lawrence, S. (2000) who disclosed that controls can either be 

reventive or detective. Preventive controls attempt to prevent undesirable events from 

ccurring. They are proactive controls that help to prevent losses for example; 

epa ration of duties, proper authorization, adequate documentation and physical control 

ver assets. When losses are prevented it means there is proper accountability for 

ssets and organizational resources as a results performance improves. 
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)econdly, controls ensures financial information are accurate, reliable by conf1rrning 

hat assets and liabilities actually exist, that records are complete, and liabilities, right 

1nd obligations are included, all entries have been allocated to the correct accounts and 

111 relevant information have been disclosed. These confirms to findings of Donald, 

)aviclson (2005) who observed that at the organizational level, internal control 

)bjectives relate to the reliability of financial reporting, timely feedback on the 

1chievement of operational or strategic goals, and compliance with laws and 

egulations. These complete, accurate and reliable financial and program reports means 

here was up to elate accountability, sense of responsibility and therefore, performance 

s enhanced. 

'hirdly, controls ensure compliance with financial and operational requirements by 

1ssigning responsibility of compliance to a specific officer such as a safe officer, fire 

varden, processing customer complaints, ensuring staff feedback processes and 

wocedures are well documented and conduct regular audits. This control of assets, 

1ccurate and reliable information and compliance improves accountability and 

)erformance of an organization. This relationship is in agreement with authors l1ke 

)onald, Davidson (2005), who observed that, internal control objectives 1·elates to 

eliability of financial reports, timely feedback on achievements of operational and 

;trategic goals, and compliance with laws and regulations. Dublin, A.( 1999) puts it t1·1al, 

he control environment dictates upon the organization members the consciousness 

hat their continued stay in an organization is assured by demonstration of t11eir 

~xpected level of competence, comprehension of authority, and responsibility limits and 

n this respect, organization members feel and realize that they are accountable for the 

)rganization. Otieno, Okwach (2000) added that under such an environment, the 

)rganization members utilize the available resources efficiently and effectively hence 

IChieving the expected organizational performance. 

IJore so, internal controls contributes to achievement of organizational objectives and 

:nhance accountability and performance through; checking accounts, reconciliation of 

egisters, putting strict policies for follow-up of overdue accounts, verification of 
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;ayments, checking vendor addresses to match employee address, ensuring that larger 

>ill are broken down in to smaller bills and investigating invoices for poorly defined 

~ervices among others. This argument confirms to findings of Steves, S. (2004). He said 

hat control activities comprises of authorization, segregation of duties, sufficient 

locumentation, and physical control of assets. COSO (2004) also added that control 

1ctivities occur throughout the organization at all levels and functions. They range from 

letective to protective and when properly carried out reduces risks, enhances 

1ccountability and performance. 

~ot only that, internal control promotes efficient use of assets, encompasses the total 

Jusiness culture, structure and methods, encourage positive behavior, protect staff and 

esources through prompt risk identification and devising ways of controlling or 

Jreventing negative risk factors. This view is in line with Cochran, G.A. (2000) who 

:onsidered that the identification of risks is important for achievement of tr1e 

Jrganizational objectives because an effective internal control no matter how well 

:onceived and operated, can provide only reasonable assurance to management about 

he achievement of an entity's objectives. In the event that risks are identified, and 

Jreventive measures are put in place, cases of misuse of funds, fraud, theft, 

.maccounted for finances are either avoided or minimized thus enhanced performance. 

=urthermore, there is a significant relationship between information and communication 

lS a component of internal control in influencing accountability and performance. 

=ormal channels of communication such as down ward, upwards, horizontal and vertical 

:ommunications when well identified, captured, processed and communicated 1n an 

Juthentic manner at the right time can influence accountability and performance. Stahl, 

3en (1987) agreed to this assertion that, subordinates and management consultations 

:hrough verbal communications, face-to face discussions and negotiations are pivotal m 

llotivating subordinates towards achievement of expected organizational performance 

~iven their democratic nature. Suzanne, R.U & Mahendra, Naidoo (2005) also said that, 

:he top-down channel of communications mostly occurs in an impersonal nature leading 

:o information ambiguity, clear message delivery failure to subordinates contrary w 
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vhat is intended by management. However, the bottom-up channels of communication 

upplements the top-down to enable management attain organizational effectiveness. 

"his point was elaborated further by Saudha, Becker (1999) that organizations using 

he top-down channel tend to suffer information gaps, misunderstandings and 

onsequently penformance deficiencies. 

:urthermore, monitoring as an element of internal control improves performance. 

COSO 1998; Dublin, A.1999; Slawomir, J. Magala 2001 & Lary, M. 2009) bears witness 

o this statement; both agree that monitoring ensures that planned administrative, 

rperational and financial tasks and activities are carried out in a timely manner sucll 

hat set internal control objectives and organizational performance are achieved. 

Spillane, J.P. & Reimer, F. 2000) added that, monitoring aims at determining whetller 

>rganizational members are carrying their tasks efficiently and effectively as required by 

he organizational policies and thus improved performance and accountability. On the 

rther hand, the institute of corporate governance of Uganda puts it that, holcling 

~mployees accountable helps them to know the satisfaction of achieving a goal ancl 

rerformance. 
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~.5 Empirical literature 

\ similar study on internal controls, financial accountability and service delivery in 

Jrivate health providers in Kampala District by Victo Ntongo 94/HD/059 examined tile 

·elationship between internal controls, financial accountability and service delivery in 

Jrivate health sector in Uganda. 

rhe findings of this study revealed that there was significant positive relationship 

Jetween internal controls, financial accountability and service delivery. The fllldlllgs 

;howed that both internal control and financial accountability were significant predictors 

Jf service delivery. However, internal control was the most significant predictor of 

;et·vice delivery. 

fhe findings futther, revealed that there are other predictors of service delivery apart 

'rom internal control and financial accountability. 

fhe researcher recommended that, private health sector owners should strengthen 

nternal controls to enhance financial accountability and hence ensure efficient, effective 

ond equitable service delivery through policy implementation, recruiting competent and 

<nowledgeable staff, putting in place systems to monitor and evaluate performance. 

fhe study findings were in conformity with findings of Ishmgisa, L.K (200 1) wl1o 

considered that, internal controls comprise five components; the control environment, 

risk assessments, control activities, information and communication, and monttortng. 

fhe author noted that each component influence all aspects of the organizatton's 

activities whether administrative, financial or accounting operations. It was therefore; 

up on these backgrounds that internal control was the most predictor of service 

delivery. 

A second study entitled, Campus Internal Control for the State University of New Yorl< 

conducted by Michele Halstead and Peter Fair-brother; referred to internal control or an 

internal control system as the integration of the activities, plans, attitudes, polictes, and 
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~fforts of people of an organization working together to provide reasonable assurance 

hat the organization will achieve its objectives and mission. 

\ccording to the author, the purpose of internal control was to provide o1·derly, 

~conomical, efficient and effective operations, to promote quality products and serv,cc:s 

:onsistent with organization's mission.; safe guard resources against loss, waste, abuse, 

nismanagement, errors and fraud; to ensure adherence to laws, regulations, contracts 

md management directives; and to develop and maintain reliable financial and 

nanagement data and accurately present tl1at data timely. The authors established t11at 

nternal control impacts every aspect of an organization; its entire people, processes, 

Jhysical structure; it's the basic element that permeates an organization and 

ncorporates the qualities of good management. The author further said, internal 

:antral is dependent upon people and will succeed or fail depending on the attention 

Jeople give to it. He went further to say, internal control is effective when all the people 

md the surrounding environment work together; it helps an organization acl1ieve 1ts 

Jbjectives and mission. However, control cannot guarantee success. 

lhese findings confirm to the findings of the study by Victo Ntongo that, internal control 

11/as the most significant predictor of service delivery in private health sectors in 

Jganda. Secondly, the above findings were in line with findings of Susan Campbell CPA 

md Judy Hartcher on internal controls for small businesses. Campbell found that, no 

;ystem is perfect. A business owner has to be prepared of potential breakdowns at all 

:imes and be prepared to review all systems. Campbell also found that, internal control 

Nill lead to good communication, enable new employees to learn the right ways of 

joing their job and correct procedures needed to fulfill a task, errors, are reduced and 

;taff get comfort that they are protected if they acted in the way prescribed by tile 

nternal controls and within their authorization limits. However, as Michele Halstead anci 

)eter, Fair-Brother earlier said, the positive consequences of internal controls are 

jependent on people and the surrounding environment working together. These mean 

:hat if internal controls are to be effective and improve performance of an organization, 

:he people must identify with it and be committed to achieve the intended purpose. 
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\ third study entitled, establishing accountability for performance by Will Artley, at Oak 

Zidge Institute of Science and Education in the United States of America argued that, 

he goal of accountability is to improve performance not to place blame and deliver 

Junishment. However, in spite of this fact, some people may look at the term liability 

md consequences in negative way and see accountability as something to be avoided 

nstead of as a useful management concept. The author said this negative view can be 

raced to the old approach of accountability used in the mid-1990s. In their bool< "the 

)z-principal getting results through individual and organizational accountability" 

:conner, et-al, 1994). The author described this old approach to accountability as 

·eactive accountability and in turn offers a better solution to it in proactive 

Jccountability. According to the author, reactive accountability was based on command 

Jnd control; subordinates are told to do task with little or no planning, direction or 

;~uidance, support or resources and then beat them over the head when results were 

ess than expected. Through this approach people learned to react by making excuses, 

Jlame someone, or cover the backside and as a result accountability came to mean 

Junishment. 

However, in the proactive accountability approach, accountability focuses on improvtng 

pet·formance. Accountability is seen as a relationship and process through wlltch 

performance expectations are planned, defined, and negotiated at the outset, resources 

are allocated, performance evaluated, and adjustments or corrections are made as 

necessary. In this process the person/group or organization being held accountable is 

actively involved in each of these phases and stay focused on improving performance, 

not explaining a lack of it. 

The author further stressed that to establish an effective accountability environment 

there must be leadership, trust, transparency, clarity, balance, ownership, consistt:ncy, 

consequences and follow-up. These findings were in line with findings of other scholars 

such as (Carmen, M; Reimer, F; Janmejay, Singh 2004) who argued that, the essence 

of accountability is to make power holders account for or take responsibility of their 

actions and resources at their disposal through establishment of an effective and 
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Jficient organization. Guixe, I. 2003; Brown, G. 1998 & Moose, A. 2001) confirms to 

he findings of Will Artley that, although accountability is viewed as a desirable 

1rganizational characteristics by most writers, empirical studies indicated that both 

2aders and subordinates can avoid accountability and as a results performance will be 

>oor, targets will not be met, resources will be misused and no clear and sufficient 

locumentation will be available. In a way accountability can only improve performance 

F people are committed to it. 

~.6 Research gaps 

-he literature reviewed covered only one theory that is the stewardship theo1·y of 

1ames, Donaldson (1985). Much of the literature was on internal controls and 

1ccountability. There were no theories and much literature on performance. The1·e was 

llso no literature on other factors other than internal controls and accountability 

nfluencing performance of the global fund. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

METHODOLOGY 

J.O Introduction 

-his chapter contained the research design, population and sampling size, sampling 

Jrocedure, data collection methods, instruments, measurement of variables, validity, 

eliability, research procedure, data analysis, ethical considerations and limitations of 

his study. 

1.1 Research design 

-his study took cross-sectional descriptive and correlational approaches because it was 

Jased on variables measured with numbers and analyzed with statistical procedures, 

nean and standard deviations were used to measure disparities in responses and 

egression was used to know whether the independent variables affects the dependent 

'ariable and to what extent. It was also used to a test hypothesis and infers results or 

lpinions (Creswell J.W. & Sekara, U. 2003).This study was also descriptive because it 

lescribed interdependence between the variables. 

J.2 The study population 

n this study the target population involved all 160 staff from the global fund 

;ecretariat, the local fund agent, members and alternate members of the CCM drawn 

rom their respective constituencies (National and State ministries of health and 

-I IV I AIDS Commissions, ministries of finance, education, information, youth and sports, 

)ender and social welfare, the SPLA/M-HIV/AIDS Secretariat, the private sector, Civil 

)ociety, Faith Based Organizations, People Living with HIV/AIDS and Academic 

nstitutions; the principal recipients (UNDP and PSI), Sub-recipients (UNICEF, WHO, 

HP, Catholic Diocese of Torit, PSI, Malaria Consortium, Arikanjelo Ali Association (AAA) 
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md donor agencies (USAID, UNAIDS, UNFPA).This was because these constituents are 

:ither directly or indirectly engaged in the implementation of the grants. 

3.3 Sampling Size 

)ut of a total population of 160 staff from the global fund, local fund agents and CCM 

)outh Sudan members and alternate members, the sample population was 114 staff 

Jsing Slovene's formula. 

;ample size was derived using Slovene's formula given as; 

1=N/1+N(e 2
) 

1 = sample si:oe 

IJ = study population 

:= level of significance e 2 = (0.05) 2 

160 
1 = - + 160 (0.05) 2 

1 

160 
1 = 1.4-

l= 114.285 

1= 114 respondents. 

fable 1: Sample Size 
-------~ --:--::-:.--,-:::--- - -----

::ategory i Study population Sample Size 
. -------------1--------+---
:Jiobal fund country team 1 10 7 

_ocal fund agent 1 10 5 

~::,~;,',::::::~:leg mechoci'm I :: ~-~5- _ . -~=-=· 
::-:~u_i~_ci-~-~~-cci~--,-i;-:--~-:_al-.:th--:---:-:-c-----t-,1::-:1~::----------lr.i821::-:00::--·· -~-~=---· 
3tate ministry of health 30 

3outh Sudan AIDS Commission 25 I 20 
fotal ------+-~-16--0-----+~-11-4--_-_-_-·-== 
----· -------·----:----:--::-~----'---------------'---
Source: primary data, 2015 
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!.4 Sampling Procedure 

-his study was done using proportional stratified sampling techniques because the 

;ample frame was already stratified into constituents. Secondly, the research was 

nterested a specific numbers of staff from stratum and characteristics of the sample 

rame like (gender, years of experience and level of management). These sampling 

echniques were applied because the list and other details about the staff/respondents 

vere available (Creswell, J.W. & Owolabi, J.C. 2003). 

3.5 Data Collection Methods 

lhe researcher used a primary data collection method using researcher devised self

Jdministered questionnaires as the main data collection method because it g1ves 

·espondents adequate time to give well thought answers, it is possible to get correct 

nformation about sensitive issues since respondents fill it privately, its free from biases 

Js responses are respondents own and respondents who are not easily approachable 

:an be reached conveniently (Amin, M.E. 2003). 

3.6 Data collection instrument 

~ self-administered questionnaire (SAQs) was the main research instrument because it's 

llOSt appropriate. It is cheaper to administer, it gives respondents adequate time to 

Jive well thought answers and it is possible to get correct information about sensitive 

ssues. The questionnaire was designed with reference to variable of th1s study 

:onsisting of both structured (closed) and unstructured (open-ended) questions. The 

;tructured question type enabled simple data analysis through tabulation as regards 

'requencies and percentages. The unstructured questions provided opportunity for 

2xpression and brought out areas uncovered for better elaboration. Open-ended 

~uestions helps to elicit a wide range of responses, provide background answers to 

~uestions and evaluate arguments (Payne 1973). This profile was used to come up with 

~uestions to address the objectives of this study in numerical terms. 
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!.7 Measurement of Variables 

2uestions on internal controls, accountability and performance were measured by a 5 

Joint Iikert derived from (Bedhin, Nepal, 2001; Halah, L. 2002). The scale ranged fmm 

one to five" where 1 = strongly agree; 2 = Agree; 3 = Undecided; 4 =Disagree; 5 = 
;trongly disagree based on responses obtained from respondents (Mugenda, O.M; & 

~ugenda, A. (1999). Responses on open-ended questions were used to evaluate 

1rguments in the problem statements that is, delayed disbursements, misuses of 

esources, lack of compliance to policies and procedures and data quality issues 

1ffecting performance of the global fund. 

1.8 Validity and reliability 

!.8.1 Validity 

-he researcher ensured content validity (CV) of the said instrument by ensuring that 

Juestions in it confirms to the study's conceptual framework. My supervisor rev1ewed 

he relevance, wording and clarity of questions in the instrument. However, during data 

:leaning the researcher found out that there were non-uniformity and inconsistency in 

esponses for two questions in the questionnaire on internal contmls and one question 

m accountability. These were, internal control: Question 2. Both CCM constituents and 

und recipients are aware of their job requirements and understand their limits of 

1uthority and question 4. When risks are detected, targets are either revised; funds are 

erminated or re-allocated to best performing targets. Question 2 seemed unclear to 

;ome respondents as there were varied answers and question 4 is long and ambiguous. 

2uestion 4 on accountability section B2: Audit reports of the local fund agent ind1cates 

;ufficient sufficiency and compliance to policies and procedures, seems to be 

1mbiguous because some respondent made calls and sent mails to the researcher for 

:larifications. 

:ontent Validity was calculated from the content validity index (Amin. M.E 2005) given 

Jy: 
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'VI_ Number of questions declared valid/ 
· - Total number of questions 

:vi= 13;
16 

:vi= o.s1zs 

\Ccording to (Am in, M.E. 2005) where a content validity index of at least 0. 7 is 

onsidered valid; the researcher computed content validity was 0.81 leading the 5AQs 

o be declared reasonably content valid. 

U3.2 Reliability 

·able 2: Reliability Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient (A) 

Variable Part one Part two 

Performance .714 .806 

I Internal control .779 .711 
i 

LAccountability .703 I .742 I 
L_ ~ 

iource: pnmary data 2015 

leliability was computed by splitting the questionnaires into two half randomly and 

cores for each part are calculated using the Cronbach Alpha Coefficient as above. 

1ccording to Amin, M.E. (2003), a Cronbach alpha (a) of at least 0.7 is ideal. Therefore, 

1ased on this method the SAQ was declared reasonably reliable. 

~.9 Research procedure 

1fter getting an introductory letter from collage of economics and management of 

:ampala International University the researcher sought permission from the 

:hairperson of the South Sudan Country Coordinating mechanism (CCM-55) to conduct 

1 research. Then the researcher carried out a pilot study before the actual research in 

wder to check feasibility of the research, so that the research design could be improved 

1r adjusted if necessary. 
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1.10 Data Analysis 

)ata on completed SAQs was edited, coded and entered into a computer program 

:nown as Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS) for analysis. Bio data was 

1nalyzed using frequency tables because they were categorized according to 

.onstituents, gender, designation, and years of experience with the CCM or service with 

he global fund. 

)bjective 2: Performance of the global fund was analyzed using mean and stancJard 

leviation because they were numerical and shows the degree of dispersion in 

1erformance. 

)bjective 3: the effects of internal controls and accountability on performance was 

neasured using Pearson's Linear Correlation Coefficient(PLCC) and regression analysis 

1ecause they were numerical and aims at examining the influence of independent 

ariables on the dependent variable (Amin, M.E. 2005 & Foster, D 1999). The dec1s1on 

ule for PLCC states that correlation is denoted by "r" ranging from -1 to 1 or -1::; r 2: 1. 

vhen r is positive it means there is positive correlation and when it is negative there is 

1egative correlation. But when r is 0 it means no correlation. While the decision rule for 

egression analysis denotes that, wllen the value of independent variable(s) is greater 

han the P-value (0.000) which is again less than the critical value (0.05) a hypothesis 

an be accepted and vice versa. 

:.11 Ethical Considerations 

·o guarantee the discretion of the information provided by respondents against 

1nprofessional conduct while carrying out this research like unnecessary pressures 

vhich could cause the research findings to be undermined, the researcher did not lie to 

ubjects and record findings on hidden mechanical devices. 

·he researcher made sure the researcher's personal biases and opinions do not 

,verride other interests and the researcher gave both sides fair considerations. 
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-he findings of this research were kept confidential, done under the condition of 

1nonymity to avoid embarrassing and harming respondents especially if the information 

1rovided can be used politically or otherwise to harm the respondents. 

-he researcher sought approval of the University Ethics Committee to make sure this 

esearch does not violate any of the Ethical considerations. 

1.12 limitations or Threats to validity 

;ome of the respondents were not willing to share with the researcher some of t11e 

;1fo1·mation that they considered confidential but the researcher promised to keep the 

nformation got as confidential and only be used for academic purposes. 

:hoice of sample population caused a limitation, but the researcher tried to choose a 

;ample population that is truly representative in terms of statistics and large enough to 

Jive a true picture of the whole population. 

~ost of the respondents at top level of management were pre-occupied with other 

esponsibilities and therefore, assigned their subordinates (middle level managers) to 

mswer the questionnaire. However, the researcher was able probe deeper to unpack 

~nough information from the few top managers through telephone follow-up. 

IJajority of the respondent were those with 0 to 4 years of experience in the CCM. This 

vas because the CCM conducted membership renewal in 2012. 

Jntruthfulness, where some of tile respondents could not say the truth, but the 

esearcher probed the respondents further to establish the truth when it deems 

1ecessary. 

3ome questionnaires were ignored while others were not returned o1· lost due to lack of 

nterest. The researcher had to print more and labored to explain the importance of th1s 

;tudy to the respondent's one on one and others on telephone in order to motivate 

hem to participate in this study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA PRESENTATION, INTERPRETATION AND ANAlYSIS 

~.0 Introduction 

"his chapter analyzed the data in relation to the research objectives of, identifying the 

orms of internal controls and accountability of the global fund; examining performance 

1f the global fund; and establishing the effects of internal controls and accountability on 

1erformance of the global fund in South Sudan. 

)escriptive and inferential statistics comprising of simple frequency tables, percentage 

listribution tables were used. Correlation was used because the independent and 

lependent variables are numerical and to measure variations and the interdependence 

1f the independent variables. Regression analysis was used to establish whether the 

1dependent (internal controls and accountability) variables causes any effect and 

1redicts the dependent variable (performance) and if so to what extent. 160 

1uestionnaires were issued out to 114 sampled respondents and a total of 108 

JUestionnaires were returned representing 71.25%. The findings are ther·efore, based 

m the number of questionnaires that were returned. 

Ll Findings from General Information 

=or the researcher to obtain a clear picture about the characteristics of the sample that 

vas used during this study, general information in section c of the questionnaire was 

;ought. The results are presented below. 
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·able 3: Respondents' category by constituents 

Sample [ Respondents 0/o of [ Cumulative 

~--c--::--:----:--t-c:-::----1 ' --~pond~~-fr:eq uency 
ilobal fund country 110 7 17 6.5 l, 6.5 
=am 

:onstituents population 

1i[li_str:'L()f health 10 8 8 7.4 1 64.8 
tate ministry of 30 20 19 17.6 [82.4 
ealth 
outh Sudan AIDS 25 20 19 17 6 1100 -

--i 
' 

c:~~c:.:~::c~_15_5 __ io_n c----,--L..-=:16":'0':-:-=----L-=1.:c14_,___-'--"'1 0~8"-----~1 0"-'~'-- ___ j= ' 
_, 

;ource: pnmary data, 2015 

~.2 Respondent's category by Constituents 

~esults in table 3 above indicated that, 34(31.5%) of the respondents were Country 

:oordinating Mechanism (CCM) members and alternate members, the States Ministries 

>f Health and South Sudan AIDS Commission representatives formed uniform scores of 

9(17.6%) as well as the principals and sub-recipients, 9(8.3%); 8(7.4%) were nat1onal 

1in1stry of health representatives, 7(6.5%) were global fund country team 

epresentatives, and 3(2.8%) were the local fund agent representatives. These showed 

hat the views of the respondents were representative of the CCM members and 

lternate members who provided direct oversight to the grants implementation 

upported by the ministry of health and the South Sudan AIDS Commission. 

~.3 Respondents' category by gender. 

·able 4: Frequency distribution gender 

Frequency Percentage 

'a lid Male 67 162.0 
Female 41 I 38.o 

Total 108 1100.0 

;ource: primary data, 2015 
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·he result in table 4 above showed that the majority of the respondents were male 

epresenting 67(62%) and the female were 41(38%). This confirmed that the male 

:omprised the biggest percentage in the CCM constituents, the global fund country 

eam and local fund agents forms the smallest percentages. 

~.4 Respondents' category by designation 

·able 5: Respondents' category by designation 

:onstituents ' Respondents Top Middle !lower 
managers manage rs I managers 

io ;lobal fund country 7 2 
eam 
.ocal fund agent 3 1 
:ountry coordinating 34 8 
nechanism 
'rincipal recipient 9 7 
>.uJl..::reciQient 9 3 
1inistr:y of health 8 2 
itate ministry of health 9 

5 

·-· 

2 
21 

2 . 

5 
---~--

6 
10 .. 

I 

I 
lo 
Is 
I 

--~a--· 
·-+- . 

I 1 
I 

10 
=jJ) __ ~~· 

I i 2 :~~~ission ·-:-::4,=1~0=8=========,_11-4=2=====-l-5-8 ___ -j-8 ~-.-... -· 
;ource: primary data, 2015 

! t~ iouth Sudan AIDS 10 7 

lesults in table 5 above indicated that, 42(38.9%) of the respondents were top 

nanagers, 58(53.7%) were middle managers and 8(7.4%) were low level managers. 

~ost top level managers were pre-occupied with other managerial issues and therefor·e, 

lelegated their subordinates with knowledge of the global fund programs and the CCM 

dternate members to answer the questionnaires. Nonetheless, the findings showed that 

he middle level managers were well informed about the global fund and functions of 

he CCM South Sudan. 
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:J-.5 Respondents' Category by years of service in global fund programs 

rable 6: Respondents' Category by years of service in global fund programs 

:onstituent Respondents 0-4 years 15-9 years I10+years 

::c~-9_,-ba--cl--::fu_n_d-:--c-o_u_n-:--tr-y-,-t-ea-m--l-=73:-_-----+i~-::-32 -=--_ -u-
1 

_ _. ~~--01_~ ~ _ocal fund agent --r:t-
:ountry coordinating 34 1 19 113 -~-2 --- --

nechanism ' I : ____ _ 
)rincipal recipient 9 7 I 2 [ 0 
)ub-recipient 9 5 3 ----~1--
vJinistry of health 8 7 1 I 0 

- -----l~-----

)tates ministry of health 19 11 6 I 2 --- +- ---·-
)outh Sudan AIDS 19 10 8 , 1 

:om mission 
------------1----,--,:------+-c------+----- -·· ---+----
rota! 108 1 64 37 7 

i 

;ource: pnmary data, 2015 

~esults in table 6 above revealed that, 64(59%) of the respondents served in the global 

'und program or CCM from one to four (0-4) years, 37(34%) served between five to 

1ine (5-9) years and 7(7%) served for more than ten years. The percentage of 

·espondents between one to four years was very high because the CCM carried out 

:CM membership renewal in 2012 as such most of the constituents representatives 

rvere new. While those respondents who served for more than five years where either 

·e-elected to the CCM, secured new contracts with the global fund or worked in sim11ar 

Jositions elsewhere. 

l.6 The effects of internal controls and accountability on performance of the 

~lobal fund in South Sudan. 

lhe purpose of this study was to establish the relationship between internal controls, 

JCcountability and performance of the global fund in South Sudan. This purpose was 

Jroken into three specific objectives. 
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:l. 7 Objective 2: Performance of the global fund in South Sudan 

)bjective two of this study aimed at examining the performance of the global fund m 

)outh Sudan. This objective was analyzed using mean and standard deviations with a 5 

Joint Iikert at the scale of "one to five" as per the questionnaire. Where 1= strongly 

lgree; 2= Agree; 3= Undecided; 4=Disagree; 5= strongly disagree as below. 
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rable 7: Means and standards deviations on performance 

Measures of performance i N I Mean I Std. Deviatioll-
cc[n"'t"'e"'rn=-ao-:lc=C::co"'n"'t""'r"'o-:-1 s"'a'"'n""d7'-'a=cc""o-u-n--:t:-a-;-b--;ci l""it,_v-----------+1-'1"-:o=s ·1 1.16 , -

1. The principal and sub-recipients are committed to work and 108 1 3.84 .455 
i 

Jnderstand their limits of authority. 
! I 

""1.--:B::-o-:-t:-h "'c:;;;C:::-M:-co-n-s7ti::-tu-e-n7ts_a_n"'d"'fi"'ln"'d"'r-e-c"'ip.,-ie-n.,-ts-a-re-aw-ar_e_o--,f"'tcch-e.,-ir-:j-o"'b+-:1-::0cc-8 -l1,-z~.26~-~-.-73-i requirements and efficiency expected of them. 
1 

I 
::--~-::-~~~--;--:~~--:---;---,;-;---~---,-----+~~+-,~~~--
2. Global fund and CCM operational policies and procedure are 108 ! 1.18 i .673 

properly followed when processing, authorizing, procuring and i 
receiving goods and services or reporting. 

·----·----:-:---,----:""C-:-~ 

3. When risks are detected, project targets are either revised; funds 108 2.35 , .842 
are terminated or re-allocated to best performing targets. 

i I 
-·-:;--,-~-C"7----,-,--------;----,-,--..,.---,-;--~-,--,-:-+-c:c-::- , ____ , ___ -
4. Project information/reports are properly archived and shared with 108 I 2.19 ! .316 

stakeholder through the CCM Secretariat. J 

'· There is effective communication with all global fund stakeholders. 

1

108 I_ 2.06 ; .522 

5. There is regular independent and joint support supervision of 
1 

108. f. 2.44 ·- If .7l6 
projects to monitor progress and implementation challenges 

7. There were issues of drug theft, fraud, fund mismanagement and 108 1-4.28-1.631-
missing mosquito nets were reported to the CCM. I I 

o I 

3. There were delays in disbursements from the global fund, wao~it 108 
true? If so, attach a separate sheet with reasons to the 
questionnaire. 

-------- ---
:J. CCM experienced grants terminations 

1 
108 

1.32 I .706 

I 

-- --- !- --" 

4.63 .568 

10:-fargets were amendments or funds transferred from one project 1108-
or target to another? 

! 1.12 
I 

.688 

[2~2ls6s-11. Project finances disbursed to fund recipients according to 108 
performance and are used to meet set targets. I 
=--~~~--,-;-----;---:--~-:--:---,--,..,.---~-:-;~l--,-:;~1 

12. The principal recipients and sub-recipients are held accountable 1108 I 4.01 
for any mismanagement of the global fund resources · 

------,-1---- I 
13. Audit reports of the local fund agent indicates sufficiency and 108 I 1.74 

compliance to policies and procedure ' 

1 .623 

I 
!-·---
' .548 

I 
14. Pro-g-ra_m_a_n--:d-f:-i n_a_n_c_i_a"'l -re_p_o_rt_s/-,-d,--o-c-um-e--nt_s_a_r_e_s_u_b_m-itt_e_d,--,--ti_m_e,--ly_t_o-l----1 0"'8:--1-2 .4 l- . 54 7-

the local fund agent and global fund. 

15. Fmancial documents and issues are regularly share with the CCM /los- 4.27 .660 
and local fund agent when required and concerns addressed. I 1 

I 
Source: research data, 2015 
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ln response to the table 7 above on measure of performance of the global fund; there 

Nere mixed responses but majority of the respondents agreed that there was 

mprovement in performance reflected by; the CCM and fund recipients being aware of 

:heir job requirements and efficiency expected of them (mean index=2.26), projects 

xogramme and financial reports being submitted timely to the LFA and Global Fund 

:mean index=2.47), project information being properly archived and shared w1th 

;takeholders through the CCM Secretariat (mean index=2.19), there was effective 

:ommunication with all global fund stakeholders (mean index=2.06),once risks are 

jetected, targets are either revised up wards or down words if they were predicted to 

Je unachievable, fund are terminated or re-allocated (mean index=2.34), there were 

ovidences of independent and joint support supervision to monitor progress, document 

:hallenges and find solutions to issues affecting performance (mean index=2.44) and 

'unds were disbursed based on performance and used to meet set targets (mean 

ndex=2.12). While some respondents disagreed regarding the principal and sub

·ecipients being committed to work and understood their limits of authority (mean 

ndex=3.84), PRs and SRs being held responsible for any mismanagement of the global 

'und resources (mean index=4.01), financial documents and issues were regularly 

;hared with the CCM and LFA (mean index=4.27), issues of drug theft, fraucl, 

nismanagement of funds and missing mosquito nets reported to the CCM over the 

:hree years (mean index=4.28) and CCM having experienced grants termination over 

:he past years (mean index=4.63). Some respondents strongly agreed that operational 

JOiicies and procedures of the global fund were properly followed regarding process1ng, 

lUthorizing, procuring and receiving goods and services by the fund recipients and audit 

·eports of the LFA indicates compliance to policies and procedures by the fund 

·ecipients (mean index= 1.18), targets were amended and funds transferred from one 

Jroject or target to another (mean index= 1.12), and that there were delays 1n 

Jisbursements (mean index=1.32). In summary, the findings revealed that, most of the 

·espondents agreed that there was improved performance of the global fund in South 

;udan due to; the CCM and fund recipients 'adherence to policies and procedures, 

;takeholders being aware of what was expected of them, risks are detected early, 
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2ffective communication within stakeholders, regular monitoring and performance 

Feedback, timely project implementation and reporting. 

4.8 Objective 3: Effects of internal controls and accountability on 

performances of the global fund in South Sudan 

Objective three of this study focused on establishing the effects of internal controls and 

accountability on performance of the global fund in South Sudan. This objective was 

analyzed using mean and standard deviations with a 5 point Iikert at the scale of "one 

to five" as per the questionnaire. Where 1= strongly agree; 2= Agree; 3= Undecided; 

4=Disagree; 5= strongly disagree and a regression as below. 

Table 8: Mean and standard deviations on effects of internal controls and 
accountability on performance 
-----

1 

:~~3~~aluefsi9. 
Variable (indices) Sample Mean 

Internal controls 108 4.12 
-- .. -- ---,--·----

Safeguarding of assets 108 4.13 0.69991 0.789 1 o.o 00 
----- - ---· -1-----

Responsibility 108 4.25 0.94234 0.728 l 0.00 0 

0 
I --·-

14.37 I 0.~57 
. r;:;-;:;· 

Sufficient documentation 108 0.55743 1 o.oo 
--- __ ( _____ 

Timeliness (Timely feedback) 108 4.15 I 0.31848 . 0.588 1 0.30 2 

---- I 

Effective Communication 108 4.51 0.50459 0.669 I o.oo 0 
! 

Accountability (index) 108 

j~ 
.5291 0.562 I o.7 

' I 
----- --- J-----·-

PERFORM 108 6 .41526 0.541 . 0.7 
I ' 
I I - ~- ____ L- ---

46 

86 

Source: research data, 2015 

The r values in table 8 above indicated that, when there are sound internal controls in 

place and practiced in an entity, it will lead to a proportionate change in accountability 

components such as: safeguarding assets(r=O. 789), taking responsibility and liability for 

ones actions (r=0.728), ensuring sufficient documentation (r=0.657), providing timely 

feedback on performance (r=0.588), and ensuring effective communication at all levels 

of the organization (r=0.669). This result implies that internal controls and 
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Kcountability influence or affect each other and these are reflected into improved 

Jerformance. According to (Anthony, M; Success Peat, 2004), the control environment 

;ets the tone for the organization, influences the consciousness of its people, and sets 

:he foundation of all other components of internal controls. According to lower, rvJ 

:1998) an effective control environment is where competent people understand tlleir 

-esponsibilities, their limits of authority, are knowledgeable, mindful, and committed to 

joing what is right and doing it the right way. All these are accountability gears that 

Jnce put together makes a positive change in performance. These results brought tile 

-esearcher to a conclusion that changes in internal controls leads to a 74.6% pos1ttve 

;ignificant change in accountability which in turn creates a proportionate change 1n 

Jerformance (sig.=0.746). 

4.9 Regression Analysis 
Table 9: Regression analysis 

[-IV1odel Unstandardized 
' ' I 

Std. ' B i 

i Error 

1l (Constant) 142.63 309.21 

I 
I ' 

~-- ~ Internal .687 .089 
1 control 
Accountability .414 .132 

-- ·-~-

Source: Primary data, 2015 

I 
I 
I 

Beta T Sig 

1.484 .638 R.sq 

I 

.761 7.32 .ooo 1 .1o1 

.522 6.33 .004 

r-----ll'
' Adjusted I F-
1 R Square statistiC 

I . 

f)

value. , 

' .692 58.516 .000 

The results in table 9 above show that the model is significant in prediCting 

performance. The combination of internal control and accountability is significantly 

explained by up to 69.2% variation in performance (Adjusted R square =0.692) 

because the P-value is 0.000 less than the critical value 0.05. This means that 30.8% of 

variations in performance are explained by other variables not considered in this study. 
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In addition, the results in table 9 also indicated that internal control (beta=O. 761, sig. 

=0.000) was the most significant predictor of performance. This means that a positive 

change in internal control leads to a 0.761 similar change in performance. 

The results further revealed that, accountability (beta=0.522, sig. =0.004) was also a 

significant predictor of performance where a positive change in accountability leads to 

0.522 similar change in performance. 

Based on this study finding therefore, the researcher rejected the null hypothesis that, 

Internal controls and accountability have no significant relationship with performance of 

global fund in South Sudan because the adjusted R square value (0.692) is greater than 

the P-value is (0.000) which is again less than the critical value (0.05) showing that 

internal control and accountability have a significant relationship on performance of the 

global fund in South Sudan. 

In addition to the above findings, the study finding in table 7 above also confirms that 

there was significant contribution of internal controls and accountability to performance 

of the global fund as follows: 

First, the indication of no grant termination from South Sudan (mean index=4.28) 

meant compliance to policies and procedures of the global fund (mean index= 1.18), 

grant managers are mindful and committed to the grant agreements and CCM pmvided 

adequate oversight. Again CCM and PRs being aware of their roles and responsibilities 

(mean index=2.6) shows a sense of responsibility and I or liability. 

Secondly, the study finding shows prompt risk assessment by both CCM,PRs and the 

global fund; some malaria round 7 targets were amended and funds frorn Health 

System Strengthening round 9 to TB/HIV Round 5 as per CCM executive committee 

meeting minutes 014/2012 (mean index=1.12). This affirms that assets of the global 

fund are safeguarded and there is sound accountability. 

Thirdly, the study findings confirmed that project information are properly archived and 

shared with CCM stakeholders (mean index=2.19) and there is effective communication 

(mean index=2.06). These also affirm that, there is sufficient documentation and the 
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right information is shared with the right people at the right time (ACCA (2005). As a 

result when policies and procedures are properly followed, there is adequate oversight 

of grants by the CCM and PRs and effective communication and feedback. These means 

that the global fund resources are safeguarded, there is value for money/satisfaction, 

efficient and effective service delivery thus performance. 

Lastly, the overall expenditure of the global fund declined in 2014 and worth USD 500 

million was saved through effective procurement. This was as a result of prudent 

budgeting framework and proactive funding models {Global Fund annual audit report 

2014 and corporate impact and report reports 2015). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

DISCUSSIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.0 Introductions 

The chapter presents the discussions, conclusions and recommendations drawn from 

this study finding of chapter 4 following this study objectives and pertinent hypothesis. 

The areas for further research are also suggested here. 

5.1 Discussion of findings 

This study was set to establish the relationship between internal controls, accountability 

and performance of the global fund in South Sudan which was guided by the following 

objectives; to identify the forms of internal controls and accountability of the global 

fund in South Sudan, to examine the performance of the global fund in South Sudan, 

and to establish the effects of internal controls and accountability on performance of 

the global fund in South Sudan. Therefore, the discussions are done based on 

objectives. 

5.1.1 Forms of internal controls and accountability of the global fund. 

This study established that internal controls and accountability are interdependent as 

their forms influence each other. These results were in conformity with findings of 

Dublin, A. (1999) who considered that control activities include: analysis, reconciliation 

and reviews. Van Horne (2002) also affirms that control activities involves approval of 

budget expenditures, questioning unusual items, justification of transactions and review 

of source documents. While (Steeve, Spurrier & COSO (2004) added that control 

activities are preventive, detective, managerial and administrative. These are all geared 

towards ensuring accountability. 

More so, this study findings were in line with the findings of Meig-et-al ( 1988) who 

continued to say that controls can be automated or manual and includes; 
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reconciliations, segregation of duties, safeguarding assets, preventing or detecting 

frauds. This study further confirms to the findings of Lower, M (1998) who said an 

effective control environment is where people are competent, understand their 

responsibilities, their limits of authority, are knowledgeable, mindful, and committed to 

doing what is right and in the right way at the right time. These in turn makes the 

employers feel accountable for their actions. 

Lastly, the global fund internal controls such as periodic assessments, onsite data 

verifications, joint and independent supportive supervisions, evaluations, transfers and 

termination of grants, review of progress updates and disbursement request, delayed 

disbursements, adherence to policies and procedure, regular audits among others were 

all aimed at identifying errors, misuse of resources, risks, frauds, compliance to poliCies 

and procedures and value for money leading to efficiency and effectiveness in service 

delivery. 

5.1.2 Performances of the global fund in South Sudan. 

The findings of this study in chapter 4 revealed that, no issues of drugs theft, frauds, 

fund mismanagement and missing mosquito nets were reported to the CCM during the 

past three years. This finding to a larger extent was not true because according to the 

global fund office of the inspector general audit report for October 2015. About USD 

935,138 for transaction and bed nets worth USD 431,223 were not accounted for arid 

about 56% of the buildings constructed under the health system strengthening pr·oJect 

(HSSP) phase I either have defects or not in use. The respondents have not received a 

copy of this audit report during the time of this study. However, South Sudan is said to 

have made notable improvement in performance. Bed nets ownership increased from 

53% in 2009 to 66% in 2013.These findings were in line with Jenny, McCarthy & 

Pamela Anderson (2006) who said, internal controls when well-practiced sets the 

foundation for effective accountability and quality performance. 

More so, this study finding also confirms that there were no cases of termination of 

funds in South Sudan as the case in Syria, Yemen, Djibouti and Uganda. These could be 
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as a result of the global fund new risk and assurance framework that defines the layers 

of assurance for monitoring grants implementation and establishment of a sales force 

technology that supports countries in assessment of country teams. These findings 

were in line with Oliver, E. Williamson (2000), who said the operators who deliver 

services to people might not do so in the proper way if left to their own devices. 

Systems must be designed to compel their proper behavior or force them to account for 

improper behaviors (Wolf, H; Hassel, E 2000). 

The findings further revealed that, there were delays in fund disbursements. These 

delays according to the global fund internal controls were either intentional to align 

funding cycle to a new funding mechanism or because of funding constraints, delays 1n 

phase II of the grant approval and signing processes or other exceptional circumstance 

preventing the CCM from submitting performance updates and disbursement request on 

time. These findings were in line with the introduction of a quarterly cycle disbursement 

by the global fund to address issues of delayed disbursements. 

Lastly, these study findings showed that, the CCM secretariat was restricted from 

receiving direct funding for its routine operations from the global fund but through a 

third-party with oversight of the global fund secretariat and the local fund agent due to 

some risks. This finding affirms to the findings of Hendricks, L.M (2007) who sa1d, to 

ensure effective accountability every step must be thoroughly documented while Chen, 

L.Y (2002) added that actions must be taken upon institutions which render inadequate 

accountability. 

In Summary, there were evidence of improved performance of the global fund in South 

Sudan given the risky environment and poor infrastructure as opposed to performance 

Jf the global fund in Uganda and Democratic Republic of Congo characterized by weak 

records management, ineligible expenses, frauds and insufficient documentation 

respectively. 
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5.1.3 Effects of internal controls and accountability on performance of the 

global fund in South Sudan. 

The results of this study also established that a combination of internal controls and 

accountability affects performance. This implies that if the performance of the global 

fund is to improve there must be effective internal controls in place and practice. This 

finding were in line with COSO (1999) that internal controls has five components 

namely, the control environment, control activities, risk assessments, information and 

communication, and monitoring. While Anthony, M (2004) said the control environment 

sets the tone for the organization, influence the consciousness of its people and it is the 

foundation for all the other components of internal control. Lawrence, S (2000) also 

said internal control is the heart or an organization. A strong internal control system 

helps an organization to operate strongly and profitably. 

This study finding also confirms to a study on internal controls, financial accountatJ1I1ty 

and service delivery in private health providers in Kampala district by Victo Ntongo 

94/HD/059 of Makerere University. He found that internal controls and financial 

accountability influence service delivery by 38.8%. This implies that though magn1tude 

might defer, there was consensus that internal controls and accountability influence 

service delivery or performance. 

5.2 Conclusions 

In this section, the researcher gave conclusions to this study finding in relation to the 

study objectives. 

5.2.1 Objective 1. Forms of internal controls and accountability 

8bjective one of this study was to identify the forms of internal controls and 

accountability of the global fund in South Sudan. 

Based on this study finding, internal controls and accountability are interdependent. 

Predictors of internal controls affect accountability predictors. This was in conformity 

vVith findings of authors such as (Anthony, M. 2004). 
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5.2.2 Objective 2. Performance of the global fund 

Objective two of this study was to examine performances of the global fund in South 

Sudan. 

Based on this study finding, there was improvement in performances reflectecl by 

absence of mismanagement issues, no termination of grants, no cases of missing <:mel 

expiry of drugs during the last three years and if they were there, were not reported or 

significant. These was attributed to lessons learnt from other countries and hav1ng 

effective internal controls and accountability mechanisms in practice. There were case 

of high default rates due to the country's context but did not affect the top ten 

indicators for performance reporting to the global fund. 

Delays in fund disbursements were either intentional or not and when these happens 

the implementation and reporting timelines are adjusted. This situation might continue 

given situations in the country and the global economic crisis. Precautionary measures 

however, were taken by the global fund to address risks and alternatives to enhance 

oversight role of the CCM. 

5.2.3 Effects of internal controls and accountability on performance 

Objective three of this study was to establish the effects of internal controls and 

accountability on performance of the global fund in South Sudan. 

Based on the findings of this study, a regression analysis revealed that internal controls 

and accountability explains up to 69.2% variation in performance. Therefore, 30.8% 

performances are influenced by other factors. 

5.3 Researcher's Contribution to Knowledge 

Based on research finding of this study and other related studies like: Internal controls, 

financial accountability and service delivery in private health providers in Kampala 

District by Victo Ntongo; Campus Internal Control for State University of New York by 
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Michele and Peter Fair-brother. The researcher came to a conclusion that internal 

control does not always work because of: 

Error in judgment: This study findings confirmed that respondents disagreed that 

financial reports and issues where shared regularly with the CCM and LFA (mean index 

=4.27); CCM members also disagreed that issues of drug theft, missing mosquitos nets 

were reported over the past three years (mean index=4.63). These could be because 

the CCM and global fund leadership have provided complete authority and trust for tile 

PRs as managers of the grants and the CCM members as well trusted in their leadership 

as such situations became favorable for the PRs and SRs to attempt to pervert the 

rules. Full trust on PRs and SRs also explains why USD 935,138 for transections and 

USD 431,223 for bed nets under malaria Round 7 were not discovered to have not been 

accounted for until the time of audit. 

Weak procedural manuals: 

This study findings reflected that respondents disagreed that the PRs and SRs are 

committed to work and understand their limits of authority (mean index=3.84) TillS vvas 

because to some respondents, the PRs and SRs assumed full ownership and autllol·ity 

over the grants and neglected CCM members in most issues pertaining to grants 

oversight, programming and decision making for example on non-cost extensions. 

Weak procedural manuals could also explains why 56% of building under South Sudan 

Health System Strengthening grant (HSS) Round 9 phase I either have defects or not in 

use (Global fund audit report 2014). Again the issues of frauds, collusions in 

procurement of information technology equipment and communication matenais, 

manipulation of tenders, falsification of bid evaluations, non-competitive and non

transparent selection of auditors and executive audit fees in Angola in 2013 is a result 

of weak operational procedure and full trust (GF-OIG-16-006-01 Mar 2016). These 

contributions to the world of knowledge also confirm to finding of Michele that, the 

positive consequences of internal controls are dependent on people and the 

surrounding environment working together. 
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The protracted procurement and recruitment processes in Uganda bears witness to this 

thought and explains why only 46% of funds disbursed to ministry of finance 

government of Uganda between January 2013 and June 2015 were spent during the 

time of audit (GF-OIG-16-005-26 Feb 2016). 

Differences in development continuums: Respondents strongly agreed that there 

were delays in fund disbursement (Mean index=l.32). Apart from intentional delays to 

either align phase II funding to a new funding mechanism and /or due to funding 

fatigue from the global fund, respondents said some of the reasons for the delays were 

due to late submission of performance updates and disbursement request (PUDRs) as a 

result of poor road networks and lack of communication equipment in some proJect 

sites to deliver reports timely to PRs. This finding attests to the finding of Susan 

Campbell CPA and July Hartcher on "Internal Controls for small businesses" they 

concluded that no system is perfect. Businesses owners have to be prepared for 

potential breakdowns at all times and review all systems. These findings draw the 

researcher to a conclusion that, it's hard to measure suitability of standard operating 

procedures in a puzzling work environment; flexible, structured or more tailored 

approaches should be applied in unlike circumstances. 

5.4 Recommendations 

This section presents the researcher's recommendations arising from the pertinent 

findings and conclusions of this study. 

Based on the findings and relationship between the study variables the researcher came 

up with the following recommendations. 

The findings revealed that there is significant positive relationship between internal 

control, accountability and performance. This is in line with COSO (1999) & Anthony, M 

(2004) who stressed that internal controls has five components namely; the control 

environment, control activities, risk assessments, information and communication, and 

monitoring while Anthony, M (2004) added that the control environment sets the tone 
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for the organization, influence the consciousness of its people and it is the foundation 

for all the other components of internal control; and Lawrence, S. (2000) also added 

that internal control is the heart or an organization and a strong internal control system 

helps an organization to operate strongly and profitably. The researcher therefore, 

recommended that; 

1. The CCM and the global fund secretariat need to strengthen internal controls to 

ensure effective accountability and enhanced grants performance. 

2. The global fund need to review and update the 2011 operational policy manual 

in line with the new transition funding mechanism and ensure more flex1ble, 

structured approaches are applied in unlike circumstances. 

5.5 Suggested areas for further research 

There is need to conduct a study to establish other variables for example, political 

insecurity, lack of human resources and infrastructure that probably explains the 30.8% 

variation in performance of the global fund in South Sudan since internal control and 

accountability explain up to 69.2% of variations in performance. 
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APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE 

SElF-ADMINISTERED QUESTIONNAIRE ON INTERRNAl CONTROlS, 

ACCOUNTABiliTY AND PERFORMANCE OF GlOBAl FUND IN SOUTH SUDAN 

School of Postgraduate Studies and Research, 

Thru: The Dean School of Business and Management, 

Kampala International University, 

September, 2015 

Dear Prof/ Dr/ Mr/ Mrs/ Ms, 

I am carrying out a survey in Juba covering all the ten States of South Sudan 

whose purpose is to examine the extent of the relationship between internal controls, 

accountability and performance of the global fund grants in South Sudan which is 

necessary, if the global fund is to measure the effectiveness of its operational policies to 

performance of the grants and consider ways of enhancing performance and addressmg 

other predictors of performance of its grants. The questionnaire below is targeting the 

Global Fund Country Coordinating Mechanism (CCM) constituents, the representative of 

the Global Fund Country team, the Local Fund Agent (LFA), Principal Recipients, Sub

recipients, representatives. It is against this background that you have been selectee! to 

participate in the research by completing the questionnaire. It could thus be very 

helpful if you assist me by answering the attached questionnaire as per the instructions 

provided at the beginning of each section. Kindly provide the most appropriate answer 

in your opinion by circling the given space as the case may be. The success of this part 

of the research entirely depends on your positive cooperation. Your responses will be 

kept confidential. In any case the questionnaire is anonymous. Please endeavor to fill 

the questionnaire within two weeks and return it to the CCM Secretariat. 

Thank you. 

Okello David (Researcher) 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 

SECTION C: BACKGROUND VARIABLES 

To help us classify your responses, avail us the following facts: 
1. Your constituent/department .................................................. . 
2.. Your designation ..................................................................... .. 

1 .Top Manager 2.. Middle level manager 3. Lower level manager 

3. Your years of experience with Global fund/CCM programs. 

1. 0 to 4 years. 2. 5 to 9 years 3. 10 years and above. 

4. What is your gender? 1. Female 2. Male 

SECTION B: INDEPENDENT VARIABLE: INTERNAL CONTROLS AND 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

This section seeks your responses on two variables (internal controls and 

accountability). It has been divided into to: 81. Internal Controls and 82.. Accountabd1ty. 
----:-:---:-:-:c----c:----:--c:---:---::------------- ....... -----

Section Bl. Internal Controls 

Please provide your opinion in terms of the control environment, control . 

activities, risk assessments, information, communication and monitoring of · 

the projects. Your respective opinions are to range from 1=Strongly disagree , 

which means disagree without doubt; 2.=Disagree means disagree with a bit 

of doubt; 3=Neither agree nor disagree means neutral; 4=Agree means agree . 
! 

with a bit of doubt 5=Strongly agree means agree without any doubt. 

1. The principal and sub-recipients are 

committed to work and understand their 

limits of authority. 

2. Both CCM constituents and find recipients 

are aware of their job requirements and 

efficiency expected of them. 

3. Global fund and CCM operational policies 

1 2 

1 2 
______________________ __.t ______ L ... 
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and procedure are properly followed 

when processing, authorizing, procuring 

and receiving goods and services or 

reporting. 
--,-:-::----,--,---:-:---,---,--,-,-----t--:---+:::--- --
4. When risks are detected, project targets 1 2 3 

are either revised; funds are terminated 

or re-allocated to best performing targets. I 
' 

5. Project information/reports are properly 1 2 T4~ 
archived and shared with stakeholder I J ! 

3 

___ t-,-h_ro_u_g __ h_t_h:-::-e_c __ c_M_S_ec_r_e_ta_r_ia_t. ___ ,_-c--+--------i--J--_ ; _ , ! 
6. There is effective communication with all 1 1 2 I 3 . 4 • 5 

I I • 

global fund stakeholders. h---1 I 
7. There is regular independent and joint I " b--3 i 4 

support supervision of projects to monitor I I 

progress and implementation challenges I I --~ .. -
4

-+--::--

8. I understand there were issues of drug 1 ry 1 5 

theft, frauds and missing mosquito nets 

5 

reported to the CCM, were they true? If 

so, provide reason at the back of the 

questionnaire. 
:---c----::------c-----:--c-::-:----------'-----'--------'---- ----~- -----· --- . 
Section B2. Accountability 

Please provide your opinion in terms of safeguarding and accounting for . 

assets, responsibility, liability, sufficient documentation, timeliness and 1 

communication. Your respective opinions are to range from 1=Strongly. 

disagree which means disagree without doubt; 2=Disagree means disagree ~ 

with a bit of doubt; 3=Neither agree nor disagree means neutral; 4=Agree · 

means agree with a bit of doubt 5=Strongly agree means agree without any . 

doubt. 
I 

~-----------J 
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1. Project finances disbursed to fund 

recipients according to performance and 

are used to meet set targets. 

1 2 4 s • 1 --- ----rs--
' I 

, I ' ! 

2.The principal recipients and sub

recipients are held accountable for any 

mismanagement of the global fund 

resources 

3. Audit reports of the local fund agent 

indicates sufficient sufficiency and 

I 1 
' I 

1 

3 

2 

s 
I 

I 
I 

I 
iS 

compliance to policies and procedure 

-4-.-P_r_o_g-ra-m-an-d-,--fin_a_n_c-ia-1 ------+-1-+----2-l-3,-----------1-4 --+s---~ 
reports/documents are submitted timely 

to the local fund agent and global fund. I 
----:--:--------:---:------1--l--::------l-=-- ---- -
S. Financial documents and issues are , 1 2 r 3 14 
regularly shared with the CCM and local I I I 

s 

fund agent when required and concerns ! ( 

a~d_r_es_s,-ed_._:-:-:----------:---:-------+-------J-:---1----I-
6. I understand there were delays in 1 

1

1 2 1 3 ' 4 

disbursements from the global fund/ were II i 
they true? If S01 provide response at the I , 1 

back of the questionnaire. I I_ 

7. CCM experienced grants termination 1 2 I 3 I 4 
I I 

over the last three years I ' I 

8. Where there amendments to----:--ta_r_g_e--ct-s/----+-c1----"2 -13----14 
! ' 

s 

- - , _____ -----

iS 

! ---· 
s 

or transfers of proJect funds from one ' 1 

project or target to another? If so/ give I I I 

~=-ason_s _why these happened. _Lj__L __ ___c 
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SECTION A: DEPENDENT VARIABLE: PERFORMANCE 

~lease note that this section specifically seek your responses to the qualit-y of reports, 

:ruthfulness of performance results, timeliness, satisfaction and efficiency in service 

jelivery of the global fund projects. 

Performance 

Please indicate how performances in terms of quality, truthfulness, timeliness, , 
i 

satisfaction and efficiency: Your respective opinions are to range from : 
I 

l=Strongly disagree which means disagree without doubt; 2=Disagree means : 

jisagree with a bit of doubt; 3=Neither agree nor disagree means neutral; 1 

4=Agree means agree with a bit of doubt S=Strongly agree means agree i 

without any doubt. 
-----------------------
Performance 

1. Most top ten performance indicators are rated 

Al, Bl and B indicating quality results. 

2. Implementation and reporting timelines are 

strictly followed. 

3. Performance reviews are done quarterly with 

participation of at least majority of the 

stakeholders. 

I 
' Pl2 13 !4 5 I 

h-1,- !' 4 5 

1-112 ! 3 i 415 

. I I 
' ' I 
! ' __ .........._._, 

_4_. o_ve_r_a_ll_p_e_rf_o_rm_a_n_c_e-,-o_f_t_he,--g_ra.,-n_t_s _is_s_a_ti_sf_a_ct_o_ry_.-j-1----,i-22 ___ +.1! 33+1, 44 .1! 55 .~. 
5. Funds are spent as planed and at times on high 1 

I ' ! I I 

impact indicat_o_rs_(_t_op_te_n_in_d_ic_a_t_o_rs_s_e_le_c_t_ed_)_. _ _____jl _ __]_ __ : __ , ___ _ 
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APPENDIX II: INTRODUCTION LETTER 

I<AMPALA 
INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY 

Ggnba Road, KansJno;;u 
PO BOX20000,Kumpa!a,UgundCJ 
Mob: +256- 07723·1 68·321 
E·mnH: 
V!ebs!te:http:/ /ww..-i l<1u.<IC:. ug 

OFFICE OF THE HOD BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT 
COLLEGE OF ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT 

Wednesday, t>JovembE'r 25, 2015 

INTRODUCTION LETTER FOR OKELLO DAVID REG. MBA/3134/122/DU TO 

CONDUCT RESEARCH IN YOUR ORGANIZATION 

The above mentioned candidate is a student of Kampala lntcrnutl•)t\,,l 

University pursuing a Masters of Business Adrnmlstr<~tion (NGO Management! 

He is currently conducting a field research for his dissertation titled "Internal 

Controls, Accountability and Performance of Global Fund Grants in South 

Sudan." 

Your organization has been identified as valuable source of informJtJOn 

pertaining to his research Project. The purpose of this le>ttcr then l'> lo 

request you to avJH him witt1 pertinent inforrnatwn he may ncC>d. 

Any information shared with t1m1 will be used for academic purposes only a11d 

shalt be k,ept with utmost conf1dent1ul1ty. 

Any }':Ssistajice- rc"ndered to him will be highly upprec1ated. 

Yours-truly,-~-- ---..., 

HOD - BuSiness ft _Mahi-lgement 
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APPENDIX III: ACCEPTANCE lETTER 

• c GLOBAL FUND TO FTGHT AIDS TUBERCULOSIS AND MALARIA IGFATMi 
COUNTRY COORDINATING MECHANISM (CCMJ 

REPUBLIC OF SOUTH SUDAN 0 • 
~ 

The Chairman, 

South Sudan Country Coordinating Mechanism, 

(CCM-SS) 

To: The Deputy Director Academics, 

School of Post Graduate Studies and Research, 

Kampala International University, 

P.O. Box 20000 

KAMPALA- !Ul 

RE: RESEARCH 

30th November 2015 

This 1s to confirm to you that your student named Okcl!o Dav1d, Reg, No, 

MBA/3134/122/DU has carried out research 1n luba, South Sudan under the title 

"Internal Controls, Accountability and Performance of the Global Fund 1n South Sudan" 

with the CCM stakeholders as required for the partial fulfillment for the award of a 

Master Degree in Business Administration. 

D1rector General, PHC, 

MOH-RSS 

Ministry of Health 
Heasquarters. Juba South Sudan 
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APPENDIX IV: MAP OF SOUTH SUDAN 

' ) i --.-1 
I 

"" .i 
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APPENDIX V: COMPUTATION OF SAMPLE SIZE 

)ample size is derived using Slovene's formula given as; 

1=N/1+N(e 2
) 

1 = sample size 

~ = study population 

:= level of significance e2 = (0.05) 2 

160 
1 = -1- + 160 (0.05) 2 

160 
1 = lA 

l= 114.285 

l= 114 respondents. 
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